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RAISING IN BERBER*

Fatima Sadiqi
Université Sidi Mohamed Ben Abdallah
Fès, Morocco

Raising in Berber has been selected for study for two main reasons: firstly, this syntactic operation which has hardly received any attention up to now involves areas which are central to the understanding of the whole syntactic structure of Berber. Secondly, Raising in general is considered by Chomsky and most linguists as being a universal feature of natural languages. However, although Chomsky does not question the existence of Raising to Subject, which he subsumes under the general rule of NP movement, he seems to strongly reject the rule of Raising to Object, claiming that what this rule does can easily be carried out by means of one of his constraints, the "Tensed S Constraint". The goals of the present paper are twofold: on the one hand, it aims to show that although Chomsky considers Raising to Subject as an essentially movement rule, this rule seems to operate in Berber without syntactic movement. On the other hand, the paper aims to show that Chomsky's theoretical suggestions in the domain of Raising to Object are highly questionable, if not utterly wrong. A number of arguments supporting these two views are based on Berber data.

1. Introduction

The present paper is an exploration of the way Raising operates in Berber.¹ The analysis is essentially devoted to formulating arguments against

---

*I am deeply indebted to Russell G. Schuh (University of California, Los Angeles) and to an anonymous reviewer for their extremely enlightening comments on an earlier version of this paper.

¹Berber is an Afroasiatic language which is essentially a spoken language without written tradition. The variety of Berber which is analysed in this paper is spoken by the Ayt Hssan tribe, situated in southeast Morocco, near
Chomsky's views on Raising in general. On the one hand, contrary to what Chomsky claims, Raising to Subject is not always a movement rule; it seems to be some sort of agreement copying rule in Berber. On the other hand, and again contrary to what Chomsky claims, Raising to Object should be maintained when analysing natural languages. Evidence lending strong support to these views comes from Berber data.

Raising is a syntactic operation which is closely linked to the whole mechanism of clause complementation. The term "Raising" here is understood within the framework of Standard Theory: it is a movement rule which has the function of extracting an NP from the subordinate complement clause (CC) and locating it in a specific syntactic position in the main clause (MC), either the subject or the object position. This is why Raising is widely known to be of two main types:

*Raising to Subject*, in which case the subject of the CC is raised to the subject position of the MC.

*Raising to Object*, in which case the subject of the CC is raised to the object position of the MC.

Fum E??am c, some fifty miles south of Azilal. Strictly speaking, this variety has characteristics of both Tashlit and Tamazight (two of the three major dialects of Berber, the third being Tarifit) because, geographically, the Ayt Hssan tribe is situated roughly between the two areas in which the major dialect groups are spoken. The author is a native speaker of this variety. Berber has a rigid unmarked surface VSO order and an alternative SVO order:

(i) i -sya hmad tigmmi 'Ahmed bought the house'
    he bought Ahmed house
(ii) hmad i -sya tigmmi 'Ahmed bought the house'
    Ahmed he bought house

Note that verbs in Berber are marked for subject agreement. The absence of overt subjects represented by full NP's makes Berber an instance of "pro-drop" languages (like Spanish for instance). But unlike Spanish, independent pronouns such as nttat 'she' in sentences like

(iii) nttat t -ffeɣ brra 'she went out'
    she she went out

do not have an argument status when preverbal. These pronouns are some sort of parentheticals or emphatics. Throughout this paper, the flat structure V NP NP will be assumed.
The question that poses itself here is, "Is there any evidence for the existence of such rules in Berber?" Let us start by investigating Raising to Subject.

2. Raising to Subject (R to S)

The following parameters will be used as tests for the existence of R to S in Berber: verb agreement, subcategorisation, and coordination.

2.1. Verb agreement. Consider the following examples:

(1) a. t -dher is t -qallaq fadma 'Fadma seemed to be angry'
she seemed that she angry Fadma

b. t -dher is fadma t -qallaq 'Fadma seemed to be angry'
she seemed that Fadma she angry

c. t -dher fadma is t -qallaq 'Fadma seemed to be angry'
she seemed Fadma that she angry

d. *t -dher fadma is t -qallaq fadma she seemed Fadma that she angry Fadma

e. i -dher is t -qallaq fadma 'it seemed that Fadma was angry'
   it seemed that she angry Fadma

f. i -dher is fadma t -qallaq 'it seemed that Fadma was angry'
   it seemed that Fadma she angry

g. i -dher fadma is t -qallaq 'it seemed that Fadma was angry'
   it seemed Fadma that she angry

h. *i -dher fadma is t -qallaq fadma 'it seemed Fadma that she angry Fadma
   it seemed Fadma that she angry Fadma

According to the above examples, dher 'seem' takes both agreement (1a-d) and the neutral subject marker (1e-h). Agreement holds both when the subject NP fadma is in the CC (1a-b) and when it is in the MC (1c). The same thing can be said about the neutral subject marker as (1e-f) on the one hand and (1g) on the other hand show. No matter whether agreement holds or does not hold, the subject lexical NP cannot be given twice (hence the ungrammaticality of (1d) and (1h). When the embedded subject appears in the MC, agreement is slightly

---

2The word is 'that/whether' is established as a comp in Berber. For evidence, I refer the reader to Sadiqi [forthcoming].
preferred because the CC subject is nearer to the MC verb.

Semantically, the sentences with verb agreement and their counterparts with the neutral subject marker are of more or less equal acceptability in the sense that both of them assert that the proposition t-qallaq fadma 'Fadma was angry' which "seems" or "appears" to the speaker of these sentences is true. The semantic intuition is therefore that the sentences in question are synonymous, though not totally interchangeable: the sentences with verb agreement show more that the subject is involved in whatever is expressed by the MC verb. The semantic relationship between these pairs of sentences justifies their syntactic relationship.

Syntactically, if we compare (la) and (lc) on the one hand, and (le) and (lg) on the other hand, we will notice that the NP fadma is in the embedded CC in the first members of the pairs and in the MC in the second members of the same pairs. Thus, the complement subject is clearly raised to the MC subject position. However, this raising does not seem to be achieved by movement given the possibility of agreement/non-agreement in the sentences under study. More specifically, the fact that the MC verb in (la) can agree with the subject of the embedded CC is good evidence that syntactic movement is not needed for this agreement to take place. Further, the fact that SVO is an alternative word order in Berber allows us to say that (lc) can be independently accounted for without positing movement. R to S in Berber seems therefore to be some sort of agreement copying rule. ³

³Note that in a pair of sentences like:

(i) t */#i tyaqqan fadma is t -zra fadma baba s
she it is sure Fadma that she saw Fadma father her
'Fadma is sure to have seen her father'

(ii) t */#i tyaqqan fadma is t -zra baba s
she it is sure Fadma that she saw father her
'Fadma is sure to have seen her father'

Raising to Subject is not involved because in both instances, the two subject positions can be filled by independently referring NP's:
Let's consider verb agreement from another angle. In Berber, when two subject NP's are coordinated, the verb agrees with the first of the conjoined NP's, except when the order of constituents is SVO, in which case the verb agrees with the conjunction of the two NP's. It might be worth testing these number agreement facts on the order/agreement variants and see in what way(s) these can help us decide whether the rule of R to S operates in Berber or not. Consider the following examples:

(2) a. i-dher /*dher -n is i-dda/*dda -n hmad d fadma
it seemed seemed they that he went went they Ahmed and Fadma
'it seemed that Ahmed and Fadma went'

b. i-dher /*dher -n is hmad d fadma is dda -n /*i-dda
it seemed seemed they that Ahmed and Fadma that went they he went
'it seemed that Ahmed and Fadma went'

c. i-dher /dher -n hmad d fadma is dda -n /*i-dda
it seemed seemed they Ahmed and Fadma that went they he went
'Ahmed and Fadma seemed to have gone'

d. hmad d fadma i-dher /dher -n is dda -n /*i-dda
Ahmed and Fadma it seemed seemed they that went they he went
'Ahmed and Fadma seemed to have gone'

Sentences (2a,b) are straightforward cases. (2a) is the basic structure. In each example, the top verb is inflected for the neutral marker i. As to the inflection on the lower verb, it depends on whether the subject precedes or follows the verb. Examples (2c) and (2d) show that agreement and non-agreement on the MC verb are both possible only when the conjoined NP's occur in the MC. More specifically, since the subject in (2c) is plural, the lower verb must therefore be plural. The top verb may either be singular, in which case it is "neutrally" inflected, or plural if it is not so inflected. It should also be pointed out that there is a third option, in which the top verb

(iii) t -/*i-tyaqqan fadma is i-zra hmad baba s
she it is sure Fadma that he saw Ahmed father his
'Fadma is sure that Ahmed saw his father'
is not neutrally inflected. In such a case, the sentence is fine because that verb agrees with the first member of the conjunct. This is confirmed by the following facts: apart from coordination, verb agreement is also useful when a clause containing one of the R to S verbs is embedded within a higher clause. In such cases, dher or bayn 'seem' can either agree with that NP or take the neutral subject marker i 'it'. This is true even when the embedded dher or bayn clauses have their own subjects which are not coreferential with the subject NP. Consider the following examples:

(3) i -ssen hmad is dher -n /i -dher ifergasn qalqa-n
he knew Ahmed that seemed they it seemed children angry they
'Ahmed knew that the children seemed to be angry'
or 'Ahmed knew that it seemed that the children were angry'

(4) i -ssen hmad is i -dher qalqa-n ifergasn
he knew Ahmed that it seemed angry they children
'Ahmed knew that the children seemed to be angry'
or 'Ahmed knew that it seemed that the children were angry'

In other words, there does not have to be an agreeing subject marker in constructions of the type (4) where the sentence contains an NP embedded within another sentence.

Still within the framework of verb agreement, note that there are verbs which apparently resemble dher and bayn 'seem' in occurring with the neutral subject marker i 'it' but which, unlike them, do not allow verb agreement with the embedded subject no matter whether the latter is in the subordinate CC or in the MC. Among these verbs, we can cite hlu 'be good, nice', shu 'be true, healthy', xšen 'be bad, ugly', etc. Here are some examples:

(5) a. i -/*t -hla is t -dda fadma s ssuq
it she good that she went Fadma to market
'it is good that Fadma went to the market'

b. i -/*t -hla is fadma t -dda s ssuq
it she good that Fadma she went to market
'it is good that Fadma went to the market'
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c. \(-/^{*}hla\) fadma ssuq it good Fadma that she went to market
   'it is good that Fadma went to the market'

Data like the above show that what occurs with verbs like dher and bayn 'seem' is R to S. Since verb agreement is not allowed with a verb like _hu 'be good, nice' even when the CC subject is in the MC (5c), then in agreeing with the MC verb dher (and bayn for that matter), fadma in sentences like (1c) must be raised to the MC subject position. This also means that verb agreement does not occur with any verb when the subject occurs in a different clause. It is only when it can in principle occur in the MC subject position that the CC subject can agree with its MC verb. The neutral subject marker \(i\) does not really help since it occurs even with non-Raising verbs. However, since the neutral subject marker alone on the one hand, and verb agreement alone on the other hand, can occur in constructions which do not allow R to S, the fact that both of them occur in constructions which involve R to S means that they are significant as a tool for recognising R to S in Berber sentences.

If the neutral subject marker is replaceable by the appropriate subject agreement marker in CC's where the embedded subject occurs in the MC, then we have a case of R to S.

2.2. Subcategorisation. Another supporting argument for the existence of R to S in Berber is that the two verbs dher and bayn 'seem' are not subcategorised for taking a subject in the normal sense of the term. Compare the following instances:

(6) a. \(-ffe\) hmad he went Ahmed
       'Ahmed went out'

b. *\(-dher\) hmad he seemed Ahmed
       'Ahmed seemed'

Note that like 'appear' in English, dher and bayn 'seem' have two meanings: the one that has been used up to now, and the one in which some quick visual appearance is involved. (6b) is ill-formed with the first meaning but all right with the second one. However, in the present case, the second meaning is irrelevant since it does not involve any clause complementation and thus
should not be taken to relate to the subcategorisation of the dher and bayn we are considering.

The two verbs dher and bayn usually occur only as main clause verbs followed by a complement clause. Their subcategorisation can be represented as follows:

(7) dher / bayn → [ ___ CC # ]

However, if we go back to (1c), (1g), etc., we shall notice that the above subcategorisation seems, at first sight, to be violated since dher in these instances is followed by an NP. A closer look at the examples in question reveals that this violation is only apparent and can be accounted for. If we postulate a rule of R to S which explains the positioning of the CC subject in the MC subject position and if we assume that subcategorisation takes place in the underlying structure where the CC subject is still with its clause coelements, then no violation of the subcategorisation frame of dher (and bayn) has occurred.

2.3. Coordination. A further argument supporting the existence of the rule of R to S in Berber is that the NP which originates as the CC subject can be the subject of two coordinated predicates:

(8) t -uhl fadma aha t -/i -dher is t -i -ay kra
she is tired Fadma and she it seemed that her it affected something
'Fadma is tired and seems to be ill'
or 'Fadma is tired and it seems that she is ill'

On the basis of verb agreement, Fadma in the above example seems to function as both the subject of uhl 'be tired' and also of dher. However, since the subject agreement marker is retained on the lower verb, R to S looks like an agreement copying rule, not a movement rule.

__________

However, given that sentences like (1a) are possible in Berber, another possible subcategorisation for dher and bayn 'seem' could be:

[S AGR_i ___ [S X NP_i ] ]

but the NP here does not occur in the same clause that dher appears in.
At the end of this section, which has presented some arguments in favour of the existence of R to S as an agreement copying rule in Berber, let us add that from the semantic point of view, sentences like (1a) and (1b) on the one hand, and sentences like (1g) on the other hand are understood in such a way that the MC subject NP and the following clause form jointly one single semantic unit or "clause" in this context. The sentence fadma is t-qallaq is indeed one such unit if we compare it to t/i-dher fadma for instance. Therefore, the logical or underlying structure of (1a) and (1b) on the one hand, and (1g) on the other hand should clearly indicate that it consists of two parts, [t/i-dher] and [fadma is t-qallaq], and that these two parts are connected in some way. Following from this and supporting the claim that in CC's, when R to S takes place, the sentence from which the subject NP is raised always functions as the logical subject of the sentence, we can represent this relationship in the following terms:

(9) S
    \  _____
   /     \ NP
  t-/i-dher     (is) t-qallaq

Overall then, there is enough evidence to support the existence of R to S in Berber. This rule obviously participates in subject formation and accounts for a number of syntactic phenomena relating to the subject. The fact that only two verbs trigger R to S and the fact that this rule does not cause any change in the tense, mood, etc. of the sentence in which it operates might suggest that although R to S exists in Berber, the rule is rather restricted. However, this seems to be a general feature of the rule itself. Let's add here that R to S operates only in declarative CC's since the two verbs which trigger this rule take neither interrogative nor infinitive CC's.

2.4. R to S Vs Subject Equi. R to S should be sharply distinguished from subject Equi. The latter basically involves the deletion of subject under identity. R to S is different from Equi in the sense that it does not delete the CC subject NP. Note in relation to Equi that this rule might not be relevant
in Berber since subject agreement markers always appear on the verb, a fact which means that the subject in Berber sentences is never totally lost. A very general problem must be kept in mind here: whereas in English, for example, we know when Equi has applied, in Berber we cannot really distinguish it from the simple anaphoric absence of the full NP (all relevant functions being fulfilled by the subject agreement markers). More specifically, given a Berber sentence like

(10) i-ssen hmad is ma i-njah
   he knew Ahmed that FUT he succeed

we do not know whether it is subjectless, that is, corresponding to the non-English *'Ahmed knew to succeed', or whether it more directly corresponds to 'Ahmed knew (that) he would succeed'. This is part of the same problem as whether verbs with just subject agreement markers are subjectless or not. I shall continue to use the term "Equi" bearing in mind that in principle, it does not mean in Berber what it means in English or any other similar language.

3. Raising to Object (R to 0)

Consider the following examples:

(11) a. i-ssen muha is i-ara hmad tabrat
   he knew Muha that he wrote Ahmed letter
   'Muha knew that Ahmed wrote the letter'

b. i-ssen muha hmad is i-ara tabrat
   he knew Muha Ahmed that he wrote letter
   'Muha knew that Ahmed wrote the letter'

According to the above examples, the following operation seems to have taken place:

(12) i-ssen ...uha hmad [ [ is ] i-ara ___ tabrat ]

Thus, hmad, which originates as the CC subject in (11a), seems to act as the MC direct object in (11b). To confirm this, we need tests which are capable of showing that the "moved" NP is indeed the MC direct object and that the bracketing occurs before, not after, the comp is. The following tests will be
used: verb agreement, passivisation, reflexivisation, clefting, and non-recursiveness.

3.1. Verb agreement. As we are investigating R to O, the test of verb agreement will be mainly based on the behaviour of the direct object clitic 'him/her/it'. Note that there is a crucial difference between object (direct and indirect) clitics and subject agreement markers: as their name indicates, subject markers are essentially agreement markers while object clitics are pro-nominalised forms of full NP's. The latter have full argument status, but there is no evidence that the former do. Further, whereas subject agreement markers are obligatory, object clitics are not.

Direct object clitics in Berber can either replace direct object lexical NP's or copy them if the latter are preposed to the preverbal position, i.e. if the sentence is OVS:

(13) a. i -ara muha tabrat  'Muha wrote the letter'
   he wrote Muha letter

b. i -ara -t muha  'Muha wrote it'
   he wrote Muha

c. tabrat i -ara -t muha  'Muha wrote the letter'
   letter he wrote it Muha

In either case, as the above examples show, the direct object clitics get attached to the verb. Further, in the first case, the clitic carries specific semantic information whereas in the second case it marks a specific word order in Berber sentences. Note that when the direct object clitic replaces a full lexical NP, it cannot co-occur with it. If, for example, we replace the NP hmad in (11b) by the direct object clitic, we shall have:

(14) i -ssen-t muha (*hmad) is i -ara tabrat
   he knew him Muha Ahmed that he wrote letter
   'Muha knew him to have written the letter'

Note incidentally that the direct object clitic cannot co-occur with hmad even if the latter stays in its clause of origin:

(15) i -ssen-t muha is i -ara (*hmad) tabrat
   he knew him Muha that he wrote Ahmed letter
   'Muha knew him to have written the letter'
Needless to say, the lexical NP hmad cannot occur in both the CC and the MC at the same time.

Since the direct object NP and its corresponding direct object clitic cannot co-occur in the same construction when the latter replaces the former as (14) and (15) show, then some operation across clauses must have taken place. Further, since the direct object clitic does not attach to the embedded verb, then it logically does not belong to the embedded clause, in which case it automatically belongs to the MC.

Another thing to note is that the complement subject in sentences like (11b) can occur in the very initial position of the construction:

(16) hmad i -ssen-t muha is i -ara tabrat
    Ahmed he knew him Muha that he wrote letter

'Muha knew that Ahmed wrote the letter'

In such cases, the presence of the direct object clitic is obligatory because the MC seems to have an OVS order. This is more evidence that the CC subject in sentences like (11b) is moved to the MC object position because otherwise it would not be able to participate in making the MC an OVS sentence and would instead do so with the CC. In other words, the NP in question is capable of moving within the MC and not the CC and this constitutes evidence that it pertains to the former.

Overall then, so far as verb agreement is concerned, the newly moved NP seems to take on the properties of direct object NP's. Note incidentally that as with R to S, pairs of sentences like (11a) and (11b) are synonymous.

In order for us to really show that R to 0 exists in Berber, we should be able to demonstrate that some sort of sentential boundary occurs between the newly moved NP and the comp introducing the CC or, in the absence of an overt realisation of the latter, between the MC object and the verb which was its erstwhile mate. To test this, two rules which are known, on independent evidence, to be clause internal in Berber, passivisation and reflexivisation, will be used. If the newly moved NP can participate in these two rules, then it belongs to the MC.
3.2. **Passivisation.** Passivisation is a rule which rearranges constituents within clause boundaries. In Berber, passivisation has the role of promoting the object of a sentence to the subject position and then deleting the subject altogether. Consider the following examples:

(17) a. i -ssen muha hmad is i -ara tabrat
    he knew Muha Ahmed that he wrote letter
    'Muha knew that Ahmed wrote the letter'

    b. i -tya -ssan -hmad is i -ara tabrat
    he passive known Ahmed that he wrote letter
    'Ahmed was known to have written the letter'

Given that hmad is moved to the object position in (17a) and after passivisation this same object becomes the subject of the passivised verb in (17b), then hmad seems to belong to the MC since the rule of passive operated within the boundaries of the MC. This point can be argued for more forcefully. In a sentence like

(18) i -ssen muha tabrat is t -i -ara hmad
    he knew Muha letter that it he wrote Ahmed
    'Muha knew that Ahmed wrote the letter'

the point is that tabrat is a topicalised object in the CC and therefore Raising, which applies only to subjects in the CC, cannot have applied to it. This is confirmed by the fact that it cannot passivise:

(19) *t -tya -ssan tabrat is t -i -ara hmad
    it passive known letter that it he wrote Ahmed
    'the letter was known to have been written by Ahmed'

Note that, interestingly, the situation is different with NP's starting as CC subjects. Consider the following construction in which passivisation takes place within the CC:

(20) i -ssen muha is t -tya -ara tabrat
    he knew Muha that it passive written letter
    'Muha knew that the letter was written'

---

5Topicalisation will be dealt with in section 4.
(20) can undergo R to 0:

(21) i -ssen muha tabrat is t -tya -ara
    he knew Muha letter that it passive written
    'Muha knew that the letter was written'

and can thus passivise:

(22) t -tya -ssan tabrat is t -tya -ara
    it passive known letter that it passive written
    'the letter was known to have been written'

Note that in this particular case, the rule of R to 0 must precede the rule of passive because it supplies the appropriate object which eventually becomes the subject of the passivised verb. Thus, if we compare (22) and (19), we shall notice that passivisation is blocked in the latter because the NP tabrat starts as the object of the embedded verb ara in the same construction (the subject being hmad), and being the object of the CC, tabrat cannot be the object of the MC and hence cannot participate in the passivisation of the latter. By contrast, passivisation is not blocked in (22) because the NP tabrat starts as the subject of the CC (cf. 20), then gets raised to the MC object position (cf. 21), and thus legitimately participates in the passivisation of the MC (cf. 22).

Overall then, passivisation constitutes strong evidence that R to 0 exists in Berber. It is possible in CC constructions only when the CC subject is raised to the MC object position or within the boundaries of the subordinate CC. Further, since passivisation is inherently limited to clause internal operations, the fact that it involves the CC subject in a sentence like (22) means that this subject belongs to the MC and that R to 0 is justified.

3.3. Reflexivisation. Reflexivisation is a means of marking coreferentiality. Berber marks it only up through one single clause. In other words, re-

---

6Berber has two types of reflexives, (1) s (with) + ixif (head) + possessive pronoun and (2) ixif (head) + possessive pronoun. These reflexives inflect for the categories of person, number, and gender of the noun they
flexives in Berber seem to always occur in the same clause with the referents to which they are anaphors:

(23) a. i-iyal hmad is i-uf akk mdden
    he thought Ahmed that he was best of all people
    'Ahmed thought that he was the best of all people'

    b. *i-iyal hmad is ixf ns i-uf akk mdden
    he thought Ahmed that head his it was best of all people
    *'Ahmed thought that himself was the best of all people'

    c. i-iyal hmad ixf ns is i-uf akk mdden
    he thought Ahmed head his that it was best of all people
    'Ahmed thought himself to be the best of all people'

The reflexive pronoun cannot occur as the subject of the CC, hence the ungrammaticality of (23b). The occurrence of this pronoun in (23c) is significant. In fact, since reflexivisation in Berber applies only to objects (direct or indirect) and since reflexive pronouns in sentences like (23c) act as direct objects of the MC but bear a structural relation to the CC (cf. the subject agreement markers), then they must be former CC subjects which achieved their final locus through the operation of R to O. The fact that the process of replace, which makes the latter easily traceable. The following are illustrative examples:

(i) zri- hmad s ixf ns *ixf ns  'I saw Ahmed himself'
    saw I Ahmed with head his head his

(ii) i-jra~ hmad ixf ns /*s ixf ns  'Ahmed cut himself'
    he cut Ahmed head his with head his

The first type of reflexives functions as an intensifier of the NP it follows, whatever the function of the latter is. As to the second type, it replaces an NP which is identical to the subject NP but which functions as the object (direct or indirect) of that NP. This is why whereas the first type can be replaced by an adjective like uhdit 'alone', the second type cannot and can instead be replaced only by an NP of some sort:

(iii) i-dda hmad uhdit/*fadma/*a\textsuperscript{C}yyal ad /etc.  'Ahmed went alone'
    he went Ahmed alone Fadma boy this

(iv) i-jra~ hmad fadma/a\textsuperscript{C}yyal ad /*uhdit/etc.  'Ahmed wounded Fadma/
    he cut Ahmed Fadma boy this alone this boy/etc.'
flexivisation is carried out within the boundaries of the MC clearly indicates that reflexive pronouns in such cases belong to the MC and that there is no clausal boundary between the MC subjects and their reflexive pronouns.

3.4. Clefting. Clefting in Berber is a movement rule whose function is to locate a constituent in the focus position which happens to be the initial position in Berber and introduce the cleft marker a immediately after it.7 In Berber, constituents cannot be clefted out of subordinate clauses:

(24) a. i -ssen muha is i -ara hmad tabrat
    he knew Muha that he wrote Ahmed letter
    'Muha knew that Ahmed wrote the letter'

b. *tabrat a i -ssen muha is i -ara hmad
    letter cleft marker he knew Muha that he wrote Ahmed
    'it was the letter that Muha knew Ahmed had written'

On the basis of this, an argument supporting the existence of R to O in Berber is that if we move the CC subject NP hmad to the pre-comp position, it can undergo clefting:

(25) a. i -ssen muha hmad is i -ara tabrat
    he knew Muha Ahmed that he wrote letter
    'Muha knew that Ahmed wrote the letter'

b. hmad a i -ssen muha is i -ara tabrat
    Ahmed cleft marker he knew Muha that he wrote letter
    'it was Ahmed that Muha knew had written the letter'

The fact that hmad in (25b), which originates as the CC subject (cf. 25a), can be subject to clefting confirms the assumption that it no longer belongs to the CC and that it is a constituent of the MC because if it were part of the subordinate clause, it would not cleft (cf. 25b).

3.5. Subcategorisation. Subcategorisation provides further evidence for the existence of R to O in Berber. As in English, for example, some verbs in Berber take R to O and others do not. A verb like amn 'believe' can be fol-

7the reader is referred to Ennaji and Sadiqi [1986].
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followed by either an object NP or a CC:

(26) a. umn -ɣ hmad
    believed I Ahmed
    'I believed Ahmed'

b. umn -ɣ is i -njah hmad g limti han
    believed I that he succeeded Ahmed in exam
    'I believed that Ahmed passed his exam'

This would exclude just inanimate objects appearing without the CC:

(27) *umn -ɣ tigmmi
    believed I house
    '*I believed the house'

If we take (26b) as the starting sentence, then the following two sentences are the ones which suggest R to 0:

(28) a. umn -ɣ hmad is i -njah g limti han
    believed I Ahmed that he succeeded in exam
    'I believed Ahmed to have passed his exam'

b. umn -ɣ -t is i -njah g limti han
    believed I him that he succeeded in exam
    'I believed him to have passed his exam'

If we assume that the NP hmad in (28a) above and the direct object clitic in (28b) are not derived by the movement rule of R to 0 but by derivation, then we shall have tremendous problems with subcategorising verbs like iɣa 'think, believe' which do not take animate objects

(29) *iɣa -ɣ hmad /flan /kra n urgaz
    thought I Ahmed someone some of man
    '*I thought Ahmed/someone/some man'

but which take a CC

(30) iɣa -ɣ is i -njah g limti han
    thought I that he succeeded in exam
    'I thought that Ahmed passed his exam'
and allow the movement of hmad to the MC. Compare (31) with (28) above:

(31) a. iyal γ hmad is i-njah g limtihan
    thought I Ahmed that he succeeded in exam
    'I thought Ahmed to have passed his exam'

b. iyal γ t is i-njah g limtihan
    thought I him that he succeeded in exam
    'I thought him to have passed his exam'

However, if we assume that subcategorisation applies to verbs in underlying structure and that the moved NP hmad in (31a) or its corresponding direct object clitic in (31b) originate as the CC cuobj. (cf. 30), then the subcategorisation of iyal in cases like (31a) and (31b) is not violated. In other words, since R to O depends on subcategorisation, then movement is involved, and if the moved NP were still in the subordinate clause, then the MC verb should not affect what is moved in the embedded clause. Thus, it is only by positing a rule of R to O that the problem of subcategorising verbs like iyal, which do not take animate objects, can be solved.

3.6. Non-recursiveness. A characteristic of the rule of R to O is that it is non-recursive in the sense that it is restricted to crossing constituents over only the immediate superordinate clause. This is compatible with the fact that, generally speaking, unlike subject NP's, object NP's are not supposed to move freely up in the structural tree. In what follows, we shall test these properties of the rule of R to O on Berber sentences and find out whether the existence of R to O in Berber is or is not confirmed. Consider the following instances:

(32) a. i-bayn t -nna fadma i-ssen hmad is t -qallaq malika
    it seemed she said Fadma he knew Ahmed that she angry Malika
    'it seemed that Fadma said that Ahmed knew that Malika was angry'

b. i-bayn t -nna fadma i-ssen hmad malika is t -qallaq
    it seemed she said Fadma he knew Ahmed Malika that she angry
    'it seemed that Fadma said that Ahmed knew Malika to be angry'
The NP malika, which functions as the subject of the most embedded sentence in (32), can move only to the next higher sentence. In other words, this NP cannot be separated from its original co-elements unless it moves just one step higher in the structural tree given that its movement to the other clause is blocked (cf. 32a). This is shown in the following configuration:

(33) Since the rule of R to 0 in Berber is not recursive, it is obviously bounded. One should bear in mind however that presumably, alternate occurrences of R to 0 and Passive, for example, will allow repeated applications of the rule. Thus, a further argument for the existence of R to 0 in Berber is that this rule is non-recursive.

Overall then, all the arguments given in favour of the existence of the rule of R to 0 in Berber seem to indicate that the sequence NP COMP V X is not organised as a clause in Berber when the embedded subject is raised to the matrix clause, and only the part following the comp is the subordinate clause. In other words, the arguments given in support of the existence of R to 0 in Berber seem to indicate that there is a clause boundary before comp in CC constructions involving R to 0. The NP raised to the MC object position occurs in all the positions in which the object NP occurs and also feeds into various other rules which can be applied to ordinary objects. The rule thus participates in object formation in Berber.

R to 0 operates in infinitive\(^8\) CC's as well:

---

\(^8\)The notion of "infinitive" in Berber is an important issue, but for lack of space, I shall limit myself to the following: formally, the obligatory occurrence of the subject agreement markers on verbs makes it difficult to talk
(34) a. i -ra muha a i -ara hmad tabrat
   he wanted Muha to he write Ahmed letter
   'Muha wanted Ahmed to write the letter'

   b. i -ra muha hmad a i -ara tabrat
   he wanted Muha Ahmed to he write letter
   'Muha wanted Ahmed to write the letter'

Everything that has been said about the operation of R to 0 in declarative
CC's, including the replacement of the moved NP by the direct object clitic 'him/her/it', applies to infinitive CC's.

R to 0 in infinitive CC's should be distinguished from another phenomenon which might apparently be confused with it. Consider the following examples:

(35) a. i -ra muha hmad a i -izar atbib
   he wanted Muha Ahmed to he see doctor
   'Muha wanted Ahmed to see the doctor'

   b. i -zzc am muha hmad a i -izar atbib
   he urged Muha Ahmed to he see doctor
   'Muha urged Ahmed to see the doctor'

Sentence (35a) involves R to 0 (the embedded subject hmad is raised to the
MC direct object position). As to (35b), it involves Equi NP deletion (the
embedded subject is deleted under coreferentiality with the direct object of
the MC).

In spite of the fact that R to 0 does not occur with verbs like zzc 'urge', Equi NP deletion can optionally delete the CC subject of verbs like iri 'want' if it happens to be coreferential with the MC subject:

about finite/non-finite clauses in Berber. However, from the grammatical
point of view, the difference between the two clauses can be clearly shown on
the basis of tense. The verb in Berber can occur in five tenses (past, "used
to" form, present progressive, present habitual, and future). Each of these
tenses is characterised by a specific form. In addition, the verb in Berber
can occur in one of the following forms: /i__n/ form (participial form) and
a + V (infinitive form). These forms are invariable, they never occur in V
positions, and they are semantically incomplete. They are thus non-finite, as
opposed to the finite forms.
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(36) i-ra hmad a i-ddu  'Ahmed wanted to go'
          he wanted Ahmed to go

Note that R to 0 can operate in a sentence like (36) provided a reflexive pronoun is introduced because in such cases, the MC subject and direct object are identical:

(37) i-ra hmad ixf ns a i-ddu  'Ahmed wanted himself to go'
          he wanted Ahmed head his to go

R to 0 and Equi NP deletion do not apply freely to every verb in every context. There, thus, has to be some way of specifying for each verb which rule(s) it can undergo and in what context(s).

3.7. R to 0 vs. Embedded Object Movement. Apart from the subject NP, the CC in Berber may include an object NP which can move to the pre-comp position, in which case it can easily be taken for a raised NP. This phenomenon occurs in the three types of CC as the examples below indicate:

(38) a. i-ssen muha tabrat is t-i-ara hmad  'Muha knew that Ahmed wrote the letter'
                he knew Muha letter that it he wrote Ahmed

b. i-ra muha tabrat a t-i-ara hmad  'Muha wanted Ahmed to write the letter'
                he wanted Muha letter to it he write Ahmed

c. i-seqsa muha tabrat is t-i-ara hmad  'Muha asked whether Ahmed had written the letter'
                he asked Muha letter whether it he wrote Ahmed

A note on the positioning of the verb "satellites" in Berber is in order here. The subject agreement markers have fixed positions (the first person subject agreement marker follows the verb stem whereas the third person subject agreement markers precede the verb stem, and the second person subject markers both precede and follow the verb stem). As to the object clitics (direct and indirect), they are movable. They follow the verb stem and the subject agreement markers if the verb is initial in a sentence; otherwise, if the verb is preceded by a pronoun, a comp, etc., the object clitics precede the verb stem and the subject agreement markers. In both cases, the indirect object clitics precede the direct object clitics.
Our task is thus to investigate the nature of this CC object movement and find out the extent to which it can be differentiated from R to O. For ease of reference, this movement is referred to as "embedded object movement".

In order to really understand the nature of the movement in question and distinguish it from R to O, we shall choose from the arguments given in support of R to O the ones that are felt to be relevant to the discussion of this phenomenon. The first argument we shall be looking at is verb agreement. The most apparent characteristic of embedded object movement is the obligatory presence of the direct object clitic t 'him/her/it' on the embedded verb. This clitic clearly shows that the NP tabrat in (38) is formally related to the embedded verb ara in the sense that tabrat and t are coreferential. This follows from the general principle of Berber which says that whenever a verb is preceded by its lexical direct object NP, i.e. in OVS sentences, a direct object clitic is automatically attached to this verb. Thus, since the moved NP and its corresponding direct object clitic in (38) do not involve any other verb except the CC verb, they must occur within the boundaries of the one and same clause, the CC. The presence of direct object clitics which do not replace lexical direct object NP's but which mark a specific word order formally clearly means that the moved NP belongs to the verb which carries the clitic, and since verbs signal clauses, the fact that tabrat in (38) belongs to ara, and not ssen, seqsa, or iri means that it belongs to the CC and not to the MC. This constitutes some evidence that no operation across clauses has taken place in (38) and that the sequence tabrat is t-i-ara hmad in the examples in question is organised as an independent sentence obeying the principles of OVS sentences in Berber. More evidence comes from the fact that the moved embedded object NP tabrat in (38) cannot be replaced by the direct object clitic in the way the NP raised to the MC direct object position can. Compare (14) and (15) to (39) below:

(39) *i -ssen-t muha is (t)-i -ara hmad
    he knew it Muha that it he wrote Ahmed
    *'Muha knew it that Ahmed wrote (it)'

The reason (39) is ill-formed is that in sentences like the ones given under
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(38) for instance, the NP ṭabrat is not in the MC and therefore is not the MC direct object. Note that (39) is still bad with the NP ṭabrat in topic position initially:

(40) ṭabrat i -ssen-t muha is (t)-i -ara hmad  
letter he knew it Muha that it he wrote Ahmed  
*‘the letter Muha knew it that Ahmed wrote (it)’

Thus, unlike R to O which involves the addition of a clitic to the topmost sentence while at the same time not removing it from the embedded sentence, embedded object movement involves the addition of a clitic to the lower CC while at the same time blocking its occurrence in the topmost clause, and since the moved embedded object, unlike the NP raised to object position, cannot be replaced by the direct object clitic, it can hardly be said to belong to it.

The second argument we shall cite is passivisation. Passivisation is a strong and reliable means of differentiating between R to O and embedded object movement. The discussion which relates to this topic and which was given in section 3.2 clearly shows that by contrast to a CC subject which is raised to the MC direct object position, a non-subject CC NP (which can only be a direct object since only subjects and objects follow verbs in Berber sentences) cannot passivise. The embedded object is allowed to take part in the process of passivisation only within the boundaries of the CC as stated earlier. Hence, the moved embedded object, unlike the raised NP, is part of the CC and not of the MC. This means that the clause boundary in the three instances given under (38) is not between the NP ṭabrat and the comp is but between the MC subject muha and the NP ṭabrat.

The third argument that can be invoked in this discussion of the status of the moved embedded direct object NP in relation to R to O is reflexivisation. In accordance with what has been said about this rule, namely that it operates when the direct object NP is identical to the subject NP, the moved embedded direct object NP in cases like the ones given under (38) should in principle participate in the rule of reflexivisation since it seems to occupy the direct object position in the MC. However, the following examples show the contrary:
(41) a. t -iyal fadma is i -nya hmad ixf ns
she thought Fadma that he killed Ahmed head his
'Fadma thought that Ahmed killed himself'
b. *t -iyal fadma ixf ns is (t)-i -nya hmad
she thought Fadma head his that it he killed Ahmed
*Fadma thought that himself Ahmed killed'

Note that the ungrammaticality of (41b) is accounted for by the fact that this type of sentence is also bad as a simple sentence:

(42) *ixf ns (t)-i -nya hmad
head his it he killed Ahmed
*himself Ahmed killed'

For our purpose, the fact that the moved embedded object NP cannot participate in reflexivising the MC means that it does not belong to it.

A further argument supporting the claim that embedded object movement is different from R to O comes from clefting. By way of example, let us cleft the NP tabrat in (38) and see what happens:

(43) tabrat a i -ssen-(t) muha is *t-ara hmad
letter cleft marker he knew it Muha that it he wrote Ahmed
'it is the letter that Muha knew Ahmed had written'

The obligatory appearance of the direct object clitic on the embedded but not the MC verb is a formal indication that the clefted NP tabrat belongs to the embedded and not to the MC verb.

A final argument which clearly supports the claim that the embedded object movement is different from R to O is that though both types of movement are not recursive, the embedded object movement, unlike R to O, can shift the moved NP to the very initial position of a heavily complex sentence. Consider the following possibilities:

(44) a. i -bayn t -nnna fadma i -ssen muha is i -ara hmad tabrat
it seemed she said Fadma he knew Muha that he wrote Ahmed letter
'it seemed that Fadma said that Muha knew that Ahmed wrote the letter'
b. tabrat t -nna fadma i -ssen muha is *(t)-i -ara hmad 
letter it seemed she said Fadma he knew Muha that it he wrote Ahmed 
"the letter it seemed that Fadma said that Muha knew that Ahmed wrote"

c. *i -bayn tabrat t -nna fadma i -ssen muha is (t)-i -ara hmad 
it seemed letter she said Fadma he knew Muha that it he wrote Ahmed 
"it seemed the letter Fadma said Muha knew that Ahmed wrote"

d. *i -bayn t -nna fadma tabrat i -ssen muha is *(t)-i -ara hmad 
it seemed she said Fadma letter he knew Muha that it he wrote Ahmed 
"it seemed Fadma said the letter Muha knew that Ahmed wrote"

e. i -bayn t -nna fadma i -ssen muha tabrat is *(t)-i -ara hmad 
it seemed she said Fadma he knew Muha letter that it he wrote Ahmed 
"it seemed that Fadma said that Muha knew that Ahmed wrote the letter"

Again, the presence of the direct object clitic t in all the well-formed instances is a reminder that the moved embedded object NP is a property of the subordinate CC and not of the MC. Compare this with the case of R to 0 where the embedded subject can move to the initial position providing it leaves a direct object clitic on the main and not the subordinate verb. The boundedness of R to 0 is also sharply contrasted with the unboundedness of the embedded object movement.

The conclusion that follows from the above discussion of the embedded object movement in relation to R to 0 is that the arguments supporting the latter fail to hold when applied to the embedded object movement. The two movements must, therefore, be different and their difference can be stated in the following terms: whereas R to 0 is a movement rule which basically involves a change in grammatical relations; i.e. the categorial status of the moved NP, the embedded object movement seems to be nothing more than topicalisation (which will be considered shortly) or some more general re-arranging rule which does not affect grammatical relations, i.e. the categorial status of the moved NP does not change.

4. Raising vs. Topicalisation

Raising in Berber should be differentiated from an apparently similar syntactic operation, topicalisation. First, whereas topicalisation basically in-
Involves movement, Raising, as we saw, involves movement only when the complement subject is raised to the object position of the MC.

Second, whereas topicalisation does not involve any change in the grammatical relations of the moved constituent, Raising involves a change in the grammatical relations of the raised NP, i.e. the former complement subject becomes either subject or object of the MC.

Third, whereas Raising is known to move only NP's, a movement like topicalisation can, in principle, move any other constituent as well.

Fourth, if we push the difference between Raising and topicalisation a little further, we can say that whereas Raising clearly serves syntactic functions, topicalisation, in not changing the grammatical relations of the moved NP's, serves pragmatic functions more than it serves syntactic functions. In fact, topicalisation involves notions like "topic" and "comment" which are more related to discourse analysis than to sentence analysis. It could even be said that topicalisation does not involve movement.\(^{10}\) One could, for example, argue that the NP tabrat in all the instances in which it acts as the moved embedded object starts off under the topic node which is "base-generated". This can be shown as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(45)} & \quad \ast S \\
& \quad \quad \text{TOP} \\
& \quad \quad \quad \text{COMP} \\
& \quad \quad \quad \quad S \\
& \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad S \\
\end{align*}
\]

Note incidentally that this type of analysis seems to suit Berber because of the presence of agreement markers in the complement clause, a fact which allows it to occur as an independent sentence following the TOP node.

5. Inadequacy of Chomsky's Framework

Chomsky has argued against R to O,\(^{11}\) stating that apparent cases of this can be accounted for by more abstract and general principles, i.e. his con-

---

\(^{10}\)This is the position which Chomsky maintains. Not all linguists seem to agree with him; for many linguists, movement is involved in topicalisation.

\(^{11}\)Chomsky [1977] accepts R to S which he subsumes under the general head-
straints or conditions on rules. These conditions can be interpreted in either of the following ways: they can be given an absolute interpretation in the sense that what is claimed is that no rule in any language can ever under any circumstance cause violation of any of the constraints which it can be subject to; or these constraints can be given a relative interpretation in the sense that what is claimed is that in all languages, all rules are expected to obey the constraints in the neutral or unmarked case though it may happen that in the marked or exceptional case, the formulation of rules may include the condition that they in fact violate one or more constraints, that is to say, this particular condition has to be built into the formulation of such rules as an inherent part of them. This allows the possibility of having particular rules in given languages "violating" particular constraints.

So far as Berber is concerned, it is the second option which seems to be more appropriate. More specifically, Berber has clear surface violations of at least one of these constraints, the Tensed S Constraint (TSC). This constraint

ing of NP movement/preposing. He allows this rule in non-finite clauses because otherwise it will violate one or more of his general constraints (cf. note 12). For a sentence like 'John seems to be right,' Chomsky proposes the following underlying structure: \( \Delta \) seems [ John is right ], where \( \Delta \) is an empty subject. In constructions which involve the element it, he postulates an underlying it in the same position, though he does not seem to maintain this view in his recent writings.

Following Ross [1967], Chomsky [1977] proposes a set of three constraints which have been subsequently subjected to refinements. For ease of exposition, I shall consider the Standard version of these constraints based on Chomsky's well-known article "On WH Movement". These constraints are given below:

1. **Subjacency Condition (SC):** No constituent can be moved out of more than one containing NP or S node (in any single rule application).

2. **Tensed S Condition (TSC):** No rule can involve X and Y in structures of the type \( \ldots \ldots X \ldots \ldots [\ldots \ldots Y \ldots \ldots ] \ldots \ldots X \ldots \ldots \) where \( S \) is tensed and where Y is not in comp.

3. **Specified Subject Constraint (SSC):** No rule can involve X and Y in structures of the type \( \ldots \ldots X \ldots \ldots [\ldots a \ldots \ldots Y \ldots \ldots ] \ldots \ldots X \ldots \ldots \) where a is an \( S \) or an NP which contains a specified subject, (i.e. subject not containing Y and not controlled by X.)
is illustrated by the following example:

(46) a. COMP \( \_ \_ \) seems \[[ \_ \_ \) COMP \[ \_ \_ John \] \] \]
\[ \_ \_ \) S \[ \_ \_ S \] \]

b. *John seems \_\_\_\_\_ likes Mary

The NP 'John' in (46a) above cannot be extracted from its clause and be moved to the position marked \_\_\_\_\_ because this NP originates in a tensed clause, i.e. 'John likes Mary', which is the underlying form, and its movement out of the bracketed tensed S is blocked by virtue of the TSC, hence the ungrammaticality of (46b). By contrast, the movement of the NP 'John' is allowed in structures of the following type:

(47) a. COMP \( \_ \_ \) seems \[[ \_ \_ \) COMP \[ \_ \_ John \] \] \]
\[ \_ \_ \) S \[ \_ \_ S \] \]

b. John seems to like Mary

The reason is that in (47) above, 'John' is contained within an untensed S. Thus, the extraction of NP's is allowed out of untensed clauses but not out of tensed ones in English.

In Berber, examples like (11b) and (34b) show that extraction of NP's is possible from both finite and non-finite clauses. It might be argued that given the obligatory occurrence of subject agreement markers, R to 0, like R to S, is not a chopping but a copying rule and hence is not expected to obey the constraints since the latter operate only in the case of chopping rules. However, the arguments given in support of R to 0 show that this rule involves movement. Further, subject agreement markers in Berber belong to the category V in the sense that they are an integral part of it. As such, these markers can hardly be seen as filled nodes since on the one hand, they co-occur with their coreferential lexical subject NP's, and on the other hand, having two nodes for the category "subject" is rather redundant. Furthermore, subject agreement markers do not occur in the exact place of subject lexical NP's (they precede, follow, or both precede and follow the verb stem) and hence are not likely to be copies of the lexical subject NP's they co-occur with.
Berber presents enough evidence for establishing the rule of R to 0 and arguments against Chomsky's views on this rule can be stated in a sharper way. One might go like this: contrast cases like the following where the embedded subject NP is moved to the matrix object position

(48) i-ssen muha hmad is t-ara tabrat
    he knew Muha Ahmed that he wrote letter
    'Muha knew that Ahmed had written the letter'

and those where the embedded object NP is moved to the pre-comp position

(49) i-ssen muha tabrat is t'-i-ara hmad
    he knew Muha letter that it he wrote Ahmed
    'Muha knew that Ahmed had written the letter'

If we assume that transformations (for example Passive) are blind to grammatical relations,\textsuperscript{13} then there is nothing to distinguish between hmad in (48) and tabrat in (49). But hmad passivises in the former example and other sentences like it while tabrat in the latter example and other sentences like it cannot as we saw earlier (cf. section 3.2). Why not? There must be some difference between them. The only plausible explanation is that hmad in (48) is in the MC while tabrat in (49) is in the subordinate CC and that grammatical relations are relevant to passive in Berber. If we accept this, then since in a sentence like (48), there is no independent lexical subject NP or subject agreement marker in the embedded clause (the subject agreement marker i of ara being coreferential with hmad in *i-ssen muha hmad is t-ara tabrat because t here means "she"), hmad must have been raised from that clause. This interpretation of Berber data which assumes the existence of the rule of R to 0 seems to be more natural and economical than the Chomskyan abstract analysis. The presence of the subject agreement markers and the object clitics renders this view even more so. This claim is also

\textsuperscript{13}In most of his works, Chomsky does not use grammatical relations in crucial ways. For him, rules like passivisation and reflexivisation are not inherently restricted to clause internal operations. He uses a system of PRO's, traces (like e, t, etc.) to defend his point.
strengthened by the fact that Chomsky's TSC does not seem to be obeyed in Ber­ber. Even a postulation of traces, PRO's, and the like is far too abstract and removed from the data. Note incidentally that even in so well studied a language as English, not every linguist, even from the same theoretical circle, agrees with Chomsky in his approach to R to O.

6. Conclusion

This paper has shown that data from Berber presents interesting facts about the syntactic rule of Raising. On the one hand, Raising to Subject, a rule universally accepted, exists in Berber not as a movement rule but as an agreement copying rule. On the other hand, Raising to Object, a movement rule in Berber, seems to be independently motivated and explains a number of syntactic phenomena in this language, and Chomsky's rejection of this rule does not allow a proper understanding of these syntactic intricacies.
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In terms of their tonal behavior, Hausa affixes can be divided into two types. Tone integrating affixes (TIA's), all of which are suffixes, spread their tone(s) over the stem to which they are attached, overriding lexical stem tone in the process. Tonal assignment takes place in a regular right-to-left manner. Tone non-integrating affixes (TNI's) do not affect stem tone, the tone of resultant words simply being the sum of the parts. Most inflectional and derivational suffixes in Hausa, e.g. noun plurals and verbal grades, are tone integrating. Tone non-integrating affixes include a few suffixes, e.g. -wáa "participial" and -áa "feminine", and the prefixes bá- "ethnonymic" and má- "agential/instrumental/locational". Stems in Hausa typically drop their final vowel when a TIA is added; with most, but not all, TNI's, the stem-final vowel is retained.

0. Preliminaries

With respect to tone, Hausa has two different kinds of affixes. Some affixes affect the lexical tone of the stem by overriding it, while others do not affect the stem tone. This distinction, which to my knowledge has not been reported explicitly for a tone language (although it is probably not uncommon) is comparable in many respects to the differing behavior of affixes found in many languages with regard to stress placement (see Hyman [1977:70, note 10]). In this paper, I propose to document fully the distinction in Hausa between these two affixal types and to discuss the nature of the differ-

*This paper was first presented in outline form at the 17th Conference on African Linguistics held at Indiana University, April 1986. I would like to thank Nick Clements, John Goldsmith, Larry Hyman, and Russell Schuh for their contribution to the development of the present version.
ences between them.

Hausa is a language with two basic tones: Hi, indicated á (or áa on a long vowel), and Lo, indicated à or àa. Falling tones are surface manifestations of Hi + Lo on a single heavy syllable, e.g. \[Cáà\] = /Cáà./\(^{HL}\) , \[Cán\] = /Cán./\(^{HL}\) , etc. Hausa does not have rising tones: Lo + Hi on a single syllable is simplified to Hi [Parsons 1955:385n; Leben 1971]. Non-derived words typically have underlying tonal patterns that contain the same number of tones as syllables, e.g. (jáa)\(^{H}\) 'pull', (wàa)\(^{L}\) 'who?', (jàakí)\(^{LH}\) 'donkey', (fáadí)\(^{HL}\) 'fall', (wútáa)\(^{HH}\) 'fire', (màcè)\(^{LL}\) 'woman', (yàamútsà)\(^{LHL}\) 'be mixed up', and (kářàntà)\(^{HLH}\) 'read'. Much less common are words that are underlyingly specified with more or less tones than syllables, e.g. (jíráá)\(^{H}\) 'wait for', (màntá)\(^{HLH}\) 'forget', and (sháidàà)\(^{LHL}\) 'witness', (< *sháidàà).

With morphologically complex words, i.e. derived or inflected words, it is usually the case that there are more syllables than tones. The actual tones found on the words are accounted for by regular tonal assignment in a right-to-left direction, \(^2\) e.g.

(1)

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{buhunhuna\á} = /búhúnhúnàà/ \quad \text{'sacks'} \\
\text{bábbabbaku} = /bábbábbakú/ \quad \text{'be well roasted'} \\
\text{cinikayyáa} = /cínikáyyàà/ \quad \text{'mutual trade'}
\end{array}
\]

\(^1\)In this paper I have adopted the general approach and idiom of autosegmental phonology [Goldsmith 1979]. I have not, however, adhered to the principle that has been proposed for simplifying the representation of adjacent like tones, the "Obligatory Contour Principle" (see Leben [1978] and Odden [1986]).

\(^2\)In most autosegmental works, tone is assigned in a left-to-right manner, a direction explicitly adopted by Clements and Ford [1979] as a general convention. While Hausa could, with some effort, be analyzed to conform with
Segments falling within the domain of a single tone pattern will be enclosed in parentheses. In keeping with the rule of right-to-left assignment, tone will be indicated attached to the right parenthesis. Tone marks on the vowels show the occurring tones after tone assignment, e.g.

\[(2) \ (kákkářàntá)_{HLH} \quad \text{'reread'}\]
\[(bàbbàbbàkú)_{LH} \quad \text{'be well roasted'}\]
\[(lfkífíocfí)_{HH} \quad \text{'doctors'}\]

An important morphologically conditioned segmental change that accompanies affixation is the loss of stem-final vowels. In most lexical constructions, the stem-final vowel is automatically dropped when a suffix is added, e.g.

\[(3) \ hántàà 'liver' + ûnàà 'pl' \rightarrow hántúnàà 'livers'\]
\[fítá 'go out' + óò 'ventive' \rightarrow fítóó 'come out'.\]

Since this vowel dropping is so general, it will be taken for granted and not commented on in the individual cases.

Another segmental change that needs to be kept in mind so that the examples presented can be followed clearly is palatalization before front vowels. In the environment of i(i) and e(e) the alveolars s, z, t, and (less regularly) d become sh, j (=[j]), c (=[c]), and j, respectively, while w palatalizes to y. This is a phonological rule of a very general nature that affects lexical as well as derived forms, e.g.

\[(4) \ göezàà 'shrub' + óócíi 'pl' \rightarrow göezóojíi 'shrubs'\]
\[bàrèewàà 'gazelle' + íí 'pl' \rightarrow bàrèeyíi 'gazelles'\]
\[gúdù 'run' + èè 'totality' \rightarrow gújèe 'run away'\]
\[màashìi 'spear' + úú 'pl' \rightarrow màasúú 'spears'\]
\[hànclíi 'nose' + ûnàà 'pl' \rightarrow hántúnàà 'noses'\]

this usual direction, the overall facts strongly suggest that as far as this language is concerned, tone assignment operates from right to left.
1. Tone Integrating Affixes

Affixes that override the tone of the stem are called tone integrating affixes (TIA's). Whenever the affix is added to a stem, the original tone of the stem is obliterated and the affixal tone extends over the entire word. All TIA's in Hausa are suffixes (with or without accompanying infixal changes); no prefixes are tone integrating. Tone integrating suffixes are indicated by an open right parenthesis, i.e. \(...\)\(^T\). The replacement of the stem tone by the affixal tone is accounted for by the following rule of parallel open parentheses.

\[(5) \ ((...)\(^T_1\) + \ ...)\(^T_2\) + (......)\(^T_2\)\]

What this says is that the surface tone is arrived at by applying the suffixal tone to the entire word within one pair of parentheses and then assigning the tone in the required right to left manner, e.g.

\[(6) \ ((...)\(^LH\) + \ ...)\(^LH\) + (...)\(^LH\)\]

waki\(i\)l\(i\)i\(i\) + a\(i\) + (waki\(i\)l\(i\)l\(i\))\(^LH\) /\(w\)ak\(i\)l\(i\)l\(i\)/ 'representatives'

representative pl

TIA's are found in a wide range of inflectional and derivational formations in Hausa. The following categories are illustrative only and do not exhaust the full inventory of word formation processes in the language.

1.1. Nominal plurals. Plurals in Hausa are formed by a large variety of suffixes often accompanied by infixation, gemination, or reduplication. All of the plural suffixes are TIA's, e.g.

\[(7) \ a. \ (\text{taatsuuniyaa})\(^LHLH\) + oo\(\text{Cii})\(^HH\) + (\text{taatsuunfyoyoify})\(^HH\) 'folktales'
\[b. \ (\text{riigaa})\(^LH\) + unaa\(^HL\) \to (\text{rfig\'una})\(^HL\) 'gowns'
\[c. \ (\text{zoomoo})\(^HH\) + aayee\(^HLH\) \to (\text{z\'oom\'ayee})\(^HLH\) 'hares'
\[d. \ (\text{raanaa})\(^HH\) + aikuu\(^LH\) \to (\text{r\'aanaik\'u})\(^LH\) 'days'
\[e. \ (\text{hankaakaa})\(^LHL\) + ii\(^LH\) \to (\text{h\'ankaak\'i})\(^LH\) 'crows'
\[f. \ (\text{jiminaa})\(^LHH\) + uu\(^LH\) \to (\text{j\'imin\'u})\(^LH\) 'ostriches'
\[g. \ (\text{yaatsaa})\(^HL\) + uu\(^HH\) \to (\text{yaats\'u})\(^HH\) 'fingers'\]
In Parsons [1975:438ff.], examples such as jìmìnúu and yààtsúu are interpreted as manifestations of the same -uu plural marker. In my opinion, this approach seriously underestimates the importance of tone as an essential component of Hausa affixes. If one focuses on tone, one comes up with what is probably a more accurate grouping of plural forms. The form yààtsúu and other HH plurals with final -uu belong with the small class of HH plurals with final -aa, which includes very basic words such as mážáa 'men' (sg. mífìi), dìyáa 'children' (W. dialect) (sg. dìyáa); while plurals such as jìmìnúu represent a variant of the large high vowel LH plural class that includes words such as hànkàakíi 'crows', and bàrëeyíi 'gazelles'. It is hardly accidental that many words allow either -ii or -uu in this plural class, e.g. jìgàawúu = jìgàayíi 'sandy soil', kàntàngúu = kàntàngíi 'water pot necks).

1.2. Derivational nouns. Nominal derivations, whether from noun or verb stems, are generally formed by suffixing a TIA, e.g.

(8) a. Abstract:
(yaaroo)\text{HL} + antaka\text{a)LHL} \rightarrow (yààràntákàà)\text{LHL} 'childishness'

b. Abstract:
(shuugabaa)\text{LLH} + ancii)\text{HL} \rightarrow (shùugàbàncli)\text{HL} 'leadership'

c. Language:
(kàtsìna}\text{LHL} + ancii)\text{HH} \rightarrow (kàtsìnàncìì)\text{HH} 'Katsina dialect'

d. Mutuality:
(soo)\text{H} + ayyaa)\text{LHL} \rightarrow (sòoyàyyàa)\text{LHL} 'mutual affection'

love

e. Excess/Habit:
(makara)\text{LHL} + au\text{LH} \rightarrow (màkàràú)\text{LH} 'dilatory person'

f. "ANSQ":
(zurf-)\text{HH} + ii}\text{HH} \rightarrow (zùrffìì)\text{HH} 'depth'

With words such as fààdíi 'breadth', tsààmíi 'sourness', nààuyíi 'heaviness', which Parsons [1955] calls "abstract nouns of sensory quality" (ANSQ's),
the stem never occurs independently. It either occurs in the ANSQ, e.g. zurffi 'depth', or in another derivation, e.g. zuzzurfàa 'deep', zúrfàfà 'deepen'. Since ANSQ's constitute a lexically non-productive closed set, they have generally been treated as monomorphemic words that just happen to have HH tone and end in \(-ii\). The interpretation offered here of ANSQ's as derived nominals containing a TIA seems analytically preferable in that it provides a simple explanation as to why these words all share a common phonological shape.

1.3. Nominalizations (verbal nouns and deverbative nouns). Verbo-nominal forms that generally translate as English present participles or gerunds are derived from verb stems by a variety of different means. With regard to what Hausaists call "secondary verbal nouns" (to distinguish them from the more regular, inflectional verbal nouns) it is not predictable what nominal form will correspond to what verb. All of the secondary verbal noun types are formed with tone integrating suffixes which override underlying verb stem tone,3 e.g.

(9) a. \((gina)_{HL} + \text{ii}_{HL}\) \(\rightarrow (gínlìi)_{HL}\) 'building'
   b. \((hařbi)_{LH} + \text{ii}_{HL}\) \(\rightarrow (hařbìi)_{HL}\) 'shooting'
   c. \((†agangana)_{LHL} + \text{ee}_{LH}\) \(\rightarrow (†agàngànée)_{LH}\) 'sitting with legs apart'
   d. \((jeefi)_{LH} + \text{ii...aa}_{HL}\) \(\rightarrow (jìifàa)_{HL}\) 'throwing'

Verbal nouns ending in \(-oo\) present an analytical problem that needs to be acknowledged although I shall not pursue it at this time. Contrary to the usually close fit between suffix and tone, at least in the case of disyllabic forms, oo-final verbal nouns appear with three different tone patterns: LH, HL, and (less often) HH, e.g.

---

3 Verbs are presented in what I consider to be their underlying lexical form. Since the final vowel is dropped and the stem tone overridden when a suffix is added, differences about the correctness of the abstract form that I have postulated are irrelevant here.
(10) a. LH: kōoyóó 'learning' (< kōoyí)
yàbóó 'praise' (< yàbí)
b. HL: róórogóó 'harvesting' (< ròorí)
ríkóó 'holding' (< ríkí)
c. HH: 'ároc 'borrowing' (< 'árí)
dìgóó 'dripping' (< dìgá)

1.4. Verbal extensions ("grades"). In the system of Parsons [1960] (modified by Newman [1973]), Hausa verbs occur in various morphological classes, termed "grades". While there is considerable difference of opinion in how the "primary" (more or less semantically neutral) grades should be analyzed, there is general agreement that the secondary (and tertiary) grades are formed by means of extensional suffixes. These are all tone integrating, e.g.

(11) a. Totality: (sayi)LH + e)HL → (sàyè)HL 'buy up'
b. Efferential: (tùura)HL + ař)H → (tûurår)H 'push away'
c. Ventive: (dafa)HL + oo)H → (dâfoó)H 'cook and bring'
d. Sustentative: (dafa)HL + u)LH → (dâfu)LH 'be well cooked'

1.5. Statives and past participles. Adverbial statives and adjectival past participles are formed in a totally regular manner from any verb by suffixing a TIA, e.g.

(12) (zauna)HL + e)LH → (zàuné)LH 'seated'
(dafa)HL + e)LH → (dâfè)LH 'cooked'
(e.g. 'àbìnčí yánà dâfè 'the food is cooked')
(gaagarara)LHL + acCee)LHH → (gàagaràréè)LHH 'unmanageable'
(dafa)LH + acCee)LHH → (dâfàffè)LHH 'cooked'
(e.g. 'àbìnčí dâfàffè nèè 'it is cooked food')

The past participle, with its tonally atypical LHH suffix, is probably derived historically from a regular LH–LH reduplicated form built on a sta-
1.6. Imperatives. Unlike other tenses/aspects in Hausa, which are indicated by a preverbal marker and do not affect the lexical tone (basic or derived) of the verb, the imperative is marked by a set LH tone pattern that overrides lexical tone. Although the imperative is not marked segmentally, one can still consider it to be a suffix, albeit a strictly tonal one, e.g.

\[(\text{taashi})^{\text{HL}} + -\emptyset)^{\text{LH}} \rightarrow (\text{taashiy})^{\text{LH}} 'get up!'\]

\[(\text{sunkuya})^{\text{LHL}} + -\emptyset)^{\text{LH}} \rightarrow (\text{sunkuyay})^{\text{LH}} 'bend down!'\]

1.7. Multiple suffixes. When a word contains more than one TIA, it is the outermost (rightmost) tone pattern that prevails, e.g.

\[(daka)^{\text{HL}} + \text{aCCee})^{\text{LHH}} + uu)^{\text{LH}} \rightarrow (d\text{akakkudu})^{\text{LH}} 'pounded' (pl.)\]

\[\text{pound adj. pp pl.}\]

\[(zaabura)^{\text{LHL}} + \text{oo})^{\text{H}} + -\emptyset)^{\text{LH}} \rightarrow (zaaburoo)^{\text{LH}} 'gallop (here)!'\]

\[\text{gallop Ventive Imp}\]

2. Tone Non-Integrating Affixes

With tone non-integrating affixes (TNI's), the stem preserves its lexical tone and the tone of the word is made up of the juxtaposition of the two tonally specified constituents (stem and affix). TNI's are indicated by closed parentheses (...) to show that the affix is not able to incorporate the stem in its tonal domain. Given the basic pattern of right to left tone assignment of a tive-like stem, e.g. *\text{dafa-dafe} \rightarrow \text{dafedfe} (syncope with preservation of the L tone) \rightarrow \text{dafffè} (consonantal assimilation and LH to H simplification) \rightarrow \text{daffée} (lowering of /e/ to /a/ in closed syllables and final vowel lengthening of nominals and adjectivals).

\[\text{SI'm simplifying the facts here: grade 1 and grade 4 verbs, for example, manifest LL rather than LH before noun direct objects. For a full discussion of Hausa imperatives, see Jaggar [1982].}\]

\[\text{In Newman [1973:302], I suggested that the imperative of certain grades of verbs employed a segmental suffix} -i (cognate with a similar suffix found in closely related Chadic languages) \text{in addition to the distinctive tone pattern. While this could be correct, I now tend to think that the imperative is segmentally zero and that the} -i \text{that shows up with certain verbs is a reflex of the historically original (if not synchronically underlying) lexical final vowel.}\]
in Hausa, it is not surprising that the prefixes (of which there are only two, leaving reduplication aside) are tonally non-integrating. In addition, there are a few tonally autonomous, non-integrating suffixes.

2.1. Referential marker. To indicate that a noun is definite and previously referred to, one adds a suffix \( (n/\tilde{r})^L \). (Feminine singular nouns take \( /\tilde{r}/ \), the tap/roll \( \tilde{r} \) being a reflex of syllable final \( *t^* \), while plural and masculine singular nouns take \( /n/ \).) The suffix is added to the stem with the stem tone and final vowel intact. If the stem ends in a high tone, the suffixal low surfaces as a falling tone on the word-final syllable; if the stem has a final low tone, the suffixal tone does not surface. (The shortening of the stem-final vowel in the examples is due to a general, low-level P-rule that automatically shortens vowels in closed syllables.)

\[
(15) \quad (\text{jaa}kii)^{LH} \quad + \quad (n)^L \rightarrow \text{j}á\text{akín} \quad (\text{< j}á\text{akí}n)^{LHL} \quad \text{'the donkey'}
\]

\[
(\text{sa}ta\text{ccee})^{LHH} \quad + \quad (n)^L \rightarrow \text{s}à\text{táccèn} \quad \text{'the stolen one'}
\]

\[
(\text{ri}gaa)^{LH} \quad + \quad (\tilde{r})^{L} \rightarrow \text{r}í\text{gàř} \quad \text{'the gown'}
\]

\[
(\text{guugaa})^{HL} \quad + \quad (\tilde{r})^{L} \rightarrow \text{guugàř} \quad \text{'the rubbing'}
\]

\[
(\text{hars}u\text{naa})^{HL} \quad + \quad (n)^L \rightarrow \text{hár}\text{sùnàn} \quad \text{'the languages'}
\]

\[
(\text{zoomaaye}e)^{HLH} \quad + \quad (n)^L \rightarrow \text{zóomàayèn} \quad \text{'the hares'}
\]

2.2. Participial ending. In the continuous/progressive tenses, verbs in certain grades add a participial ending \((-waa)^{LH}\) when not followed directly by an object. (The verb can be intransitive or it can be transitive with the postverbal object not present, either because it has been preposed or because it is understood.) The high tone of the suffix associates with the syllable \(/waa/\) while the low tone floats and combines with a preceding high tone to produce a falling tone.\(^7\) If the stem-final vowel already has low tone, the

\(^7\)Given the representation \((waa)^{LH}\) for this suffix, there shouldn't be a floating tone. Both the \(H\) and the \(L\) should associate with the syllable \(/waa/\), the resultant \(\tilde{LH}\) automatically simplifying to \(\tilde{H}\). This suggests that a better representation for this suffix would be \((Vwaa)^{LH}\), where \(V\) is a tone-
low tone of the suffix merges with it.

(16) \((dafaal)_{HL} + (-waa)_{LH}\) \(\rightarrow d\acute{a}f\grave{\_}aw\acute{a}\) 'cooking'

\((koom\ddot{o}o)_{H} + (-waa)_{LH}\) \(\rightarrow K\acute{o}om\ddot{o}ow\acute{a}\) 'returning here'

\((bincik\acute{e}e)_{HLH} + (-waa)_{LH}\) \(\rightarrow b\acute{i}ncik\acute{e}ew\acute{a}\) 'investigating'

\((saya\ddot{a})_{H} + (-waa)_{LH}\) \(\rightarrow s\acute{a}y\acute{a}\ddot{r}w\acute{a}\) 'selling'

2.3. Feminine inflectional ending. Historically, Hausa had a toneless suffix \(-aa\) (which took its tone from the immediately preceding tone) that was used for feminine gender inflection and overt characterization (see Newman [1979] and Leben [1971]).

Due to the operation of vowel and glide epenthesis, this suffix now appears as /yaa/, /waa/, /iyaa/, and /uwaa/, as well as /aa/. Originally the surface tones of the suffix were \((H)H\) or \((L)L\) depending on the stem-final tone. With the operation of the rule of low tone raising (a rule that changes LL to LH in final position if the last vowel is long [Leben 1971]) the originally LL /iyaa/ and /uwaa/ forms became LH. Since there is real doubt whether low tone raising still functions as an active phonological process in Hausa (Newman and Jaggar [1983]), I prefer to analyze \((-aa)_{H}\) synchronically as a tonally specified TNI rather than as a toneless suffix that bearing but segmentally non-specified vowel (a postulation that may have some historical justification). One should note that with verbs in grade 7, the u-final grade, the L of the suffix does not result in a falling tone, e.g. dàfuwàà 'being well cooked' (< dàfú), not *dàfuwàà. There are two very different explanations for this, both consistent with the postulation of underlying LH tone for the \(-waa\) suffix. The first is that a falling tone on /u/ can't occur for the simple reason that Hausa does not permit contour tones on light syllables. The second, proposed by Gouffé [1982], is that the /waa/ that appears with u-grade verbs is not in fact the same as the \(-waa\) suffix that we are dealing with. Rather it is a primary verbal noun suffix -aa, preceded by an epenthetic glide /w/, whose phonological similarity to the \(-waa\) suffix is accidental.

Leben [1971] accounts for the occurring tone of the underlyingly toneless suffix by a specific rule of tone copying. In a later paper [Leben 1978], he interprets the suffix as getting its tone from a more general autosegmental process of left-to-right tone assignment. In my opinion, Leben's earlier formulation was the correct one.
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recapitulates the historical process. In either event, what is important is that the suffix is added to a full stem complete with tone and final vowel, e.g.

(17) (beebee)\(^{HH}\) + (aa)\(^{H}\) → béebiyáá 'deaf mute' (fem.)\(^9\)

(shaudii)\(^{HL}\) + (aa)\(^{H}\) → shúudíyáá 'blue' (fem.)

(kaato)\(^{HL}\) + (aa)\(^{H}\) → káatúwáá 'huge' (fem.)

(baakoo)\(^{LH}\) + (aa)\(^{H}\) → bàakúwáá 'foreign' (fem.)

2.4. Feminine derivational ending. A small number of Hausa nouns indicating animate beings (mostly humans and large animals) have corresponding female forms ending in /nìyáá/, with three syllable stems, and /ányáá/ (or /ínyáá/) with CVCV stems, both < *-ánlyáá. Viewed historically, the suffix is almost certainly bimorphemic, being made up of a derivational HL suffix *ánè (where E was /e/ or /i/) plus the toneless feminine inflectional suffix *-aa (Leben [1971, 1978]). Synchronically the two components of the suffix are indistinguishable. The (-niya)\(^{HLH}\) allomorph operates tonally as a non-integrating affix in that it does not override the initial tone of the stem, e.g.

(18) (makafoo)\(^{LHL}\) + (niya)\(^{HLH}\) → màkámnìyáá or màkáunìyáá

(< *màkáfnìyáá) 'blind woman'

(maraayaa)\(^{LHL}\) + (niya)\(^{HLH}\) → màráinìyáá 'orphan' (fem.)

(sarkii)\(^{LHH}\) (< *sàráakí) + (niya)\(^{HLH}\) → sàráníyáá

(< *sàrákñìyáá) 'queen'

(jinjiri)\(^{HLH}\) + (niya)\(^{HLH}\) → jinjinìyáá

(< *jinjírìnìyáá) 'infant'

\(^9\)In Leben [1971:215], the feminine form is given as béebíyáá with HLH tone, thereby engendering an elaborate analysis to explain the relationship between this and the HH masculine form. The fact is that the feminine form has all high tones, as would be expected, and the HLH citation is simply an unfortunate typographical error copied from the usually reliable dictionary of Abraham [1962:95].
Note that the final vowel of the stem is dropped when the suffix is added, unlike the normal case with TNI's. The weakening of the resultant syllable-final consonants to glides follows from the well described changes known as Klinghenheben's laws (Klingenheben [1927/28]; Schuh [1974]; Newman and Salim [1981]).

Masculine/feminine pairs illustrating the /'ânyâa/ allomorph—/'înyâa/ in a few words—are given in (19).

(19) zâakî, zâakányâa 'lion', 'lioness'
    bârâa, bârânyâa 'servant'
    kûusùu, kûusânyâa 'rat'
    bûokâa, bûokányâa 'native doctor'
    yâarðo, yâarînyâa 'boy', 'girl'

In all of the examples in (19) the initial tone of the stem is high, thus the corresponding feminine form would appear as it does whether the suffix were tone-integrating or not. To test whether the suffix is a TIA or a TNI, i.e. anyaa)^HL or (anyaa)^HL, one would need to find a receptive masculine stem with initial low tone. I know of only one such word, namely màazóo (= màajî 'harnessed antelope', whose feminine counterpart is màazányâa! On the basis of this example, we can identify anyaa)^HL as a TIA, e.g.

(20) (maazoo)^LH + anyaa)^HL → (màazányâa)^HL

This result seems natural and would hardly be surprising were it not for the fact that the /'ânîyâa/ allomorph of the same feminine derivational morpheme was shown above to be tone non-integrating, i.e. the feminine form corresponding, for example, to (mùûm)^LHL 'man, inhabitant' is mùûunîyâa (< mùûûmînyâa) not *mùûûnîyâa.

2.5. Agentials, instrumentals, and locationals. Like so many other Afroasiatic languages, Hausa has a ma- prefix that serves to form nouns of agent, instrument, and place from verb stems, e.g.

(21) màrubúùucî 'writer' < ŗúbûutá 'to write'
    màbûudî 'opener' < bûuđe 'to open'
The tone of these forms can be accounted for in a number of ways. One approach, which I previously adhered to, interpreted the agential, for example, as being built with a discontinuous morpheme plus an overall tone melody, i.e. \text{ma...i}^{HL*H}. I would now suggest that the \text{ma-} prefix is a nominalizer that co-occurs with, but is not part of the same morpheme as, the suffix \text{-ii} and, moreover, that the \text{ma-} has intrinsic high tone which does not affect the tone pattern of the rest of the word. The tonal difference between the agential and the instrumental forms, for example, has nothing to do with the initial \text{ma-} —this is indeed the same prefix in both cases—but is due to the segmentally identical but tonally distinct tone integrating suffixes \text{iiLH} "agent" vs. \text{iiHH} "instrument". Most locationals employ a suffix \text{-aaHH} (historically derived from \text{*-ii} plus the feminine \text{*-aa}) while others use the same \text{-iiHH} suffix as the instrumentals.

\text{(22) } (\text{ma})^H + (\text{gina})^{HL} + \text{ii}^{LH} \rightarrow (\text{ma})^H(\text{gini}ii)^{LH} \rightarrow \\
\quad \text{mágín'íi} 'builder' \\
(\text{ma})^H + (\text{kařanta})^{HLH} + \text{ii}^{LH} \rightarrow (\text{ma})^H(\text{kařanci}i)^{LH} \rightarrow \\
\quad \text{mákàřânc'i} 'reader'

(\text{ma})^H + (\text{doogara})^{LHL} + \text{ii}^{HH} \rightarrow \text{módogáríi} 'a prop'

(\text{ma})^H + (\text{'aikata})^{HLH} + \text{aa}^{HH} \rightarrow \text{má'láikátáa} 'work place'

(\text{ma})^H + (\text{sauka})^{LH} + \text{ii}^{HH} \rightarrow \text{másáukíi} 'lodging place'

Note that in the case of the agentials, treating the prefix as a tonally autonomous component allows the tone melody of the suffix to be assigned in a regular right to left fashion whereas incorporating the prefix in the tone melody necessitated the clumsy \text{HL*H} formula which required special expansion of the internal \text{L}.

The feminine agential has its own tone integrating suffix \text{-iyyaa}^{HLH} and is not derived from the masculine stem by the addition of the toneless \text{-aa}, as has been argued ingeniously by Leben [1971, 1978] (cf. the contrary opinion.
of Churma [1975]).

(23) (má hàifí) + iyaa)HLH → (má hàifiyaa)HLH 'mother'
    (má 'áikácíčí) + iyaa)HLH → (má 'áikácíyaa)HLH 'fem. worker'
    (mákářáncí) + iyaa)HLH → (mákářáncíyaa)HLH 'fem. reader'

With all ma- constructions, the plural is formed by a tone integrating suffix that is added to the derived word including the TNI prefix, e.g.

(24) (mágíni) + a)HLH → (mágína)HLH 'builders'
    (mábúudí) + ai)HLH → (mábúudí)HLH 'openers'
    (má 'áikáfáa) + uu)HLH → (má 'áikátuu)HLH 'work places'

2.6. Ethnonyms. Nouns indicating a person's nationality or origin or qualities associated therewith are formed with a prefix ba- (see Newman [1984]), and they usually manifest a set LH*L tone pattern, e.g. bákátsíne 'a Katsina man'. The analysis just presented for ma- words applies equally to ba- words. The prefix ba- is tonally autonomous; it has intrinsic low tone and does not get its tone from the overall tone melody as previously thought. The set tone pattern associated with ethnonyms comes not from ba-, but from the

---

10 I would offer the following speculation as to how the present agential forms historically came about. Originally, the feminine was formed from the masculine by the addition of the toneless suffix *-aa . (In accordance with the general rules of feminine formation [Newman 1979], high tone -i plus -aa was realized as -aa without an epenthetic glide.) The plural made use of a suffix *-an and HLH tone. Thus, with a root such as gíñá 'build with mud', the three forms of the agential 'potter' would have been *mágíni (m), *mágínaa (f), *mágínan (pl). Subsequently, word-final nasals were lost in Hausa, a change well documented by Schuh [1976], thereby resulting in plural forms such as mágínaa, which were no longer distinguishable from the feminine forms. At this point Hausa innovated and created a new feminine derivational suffix -iyaa with its own intrinsic tone pattern on the model of the surface -iyaa feminine endings so widespread in the language.

11 The feminine and plural formations suggest some kind of cyclic operation in the word building rules. While má-, for example, is a tonally autonomous TNI to begin with, once it fuses with a stem it becomes subject to the tonal properties of any subsequently added TIA.
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Tone-integrating suffix \(-ee)^{HL}\), e.g.

(26) \((ba)^L + (katsina)^{LHL + ee})^{HL} \rightarrow (ba)^L(katsinee)^{HL} \rightarrow \)

\(bâkâtsînê\) 'a Katsina man'

\((ba)^L + (tuuřai)^{HH + ee})^{HL} \rightarrow (ba)^L(tuuřee)^{HL} \rightarrow \)

\(bâtûuřê\) 'a European'

Ethnonyms without the \(-ee\) suffix, mostly C-final stems, occur with varying tones depending upon the tone of the stem. This is significant evidence that the tone pattern is not a property of the \(ba-\) prefix per se. The \(\nonn-ee\) forms either end in the stem vowel with no suffix or, more often, add a tone non-integrating suffix \(-ii\), which originally was a toneless postthetic vowel. Many stems now have alternative ethnonyms with and without the \(-ee\) suffix, thereby highlighting the difference in tone resulting from the presence or absence of a TIA, e.g.,

(27) \((ba)^L + (goobiř)^{LH} + (ii)^{H} \rightarrow bâgôobiři\) 'a Gobir man'

\((ba)^L + (masař)^{HL} + (ii)^{H} \rightarrow bâmäsâři\) 'an Egyptian'

\((ba)^L + (gwaari)^{HH} + (ii)^{H} \rightarrow bâgwâarî\) 'a Gwari man'

\((ba)^L + (zamfara)^{LLL} + (ii)^{H} \rightarrow bâzâmfarî\) 'a Zamfara man'

cf. \((ba)^L + (zamfara)^{LLL + ee})^{HL} \rightarrow bâzâmfarèe

\((ba)^L + (zagzag)^{HL} + (ii)^{H} \rightarrow bâzâzzagî\) 'a Zaria man'

cf. \((ba)^L + (zagzag)^{HL + ee})^{HL} \rightarrow bâzâzzâgèe

\((ba)^L + (nufee)^{HH} + (\emptyset) \rightarrow bânûfée\) 'a Nupe man'

cf. \((ba)^L + (nufee)^{HH + ee})^{HL} \rightarrow bânûfêè

Plural ethnonyms are normally indicated by suppletive forms which add a tone integrating suffix \(-aawaa\) (with tone pattern \(LH\) or \(HH\)) to the underlying stem, e.g. \(hàusàaawâa\) 'Hausa people', \(ábzînàawâa\) 'Asben people'. When the ethnonym is used adjectivally, however, a regular plural marker can be suffixed to the derived stem including the prefix, e.g.
3. Discussion

Having surveyed a considerable range of affixes we are now in a better position to say something about the tone integrating, tone non-integrating dichotomy. To begin with, assignment to TIA or TNI is not haphazard. It appears that the typical, unmarked case in Hausa is for derivational and inflectional suffixes to be tone integrating. The affixes that need explaining are the TNI's, the ones that leave the stem tone unperturbed. These do not constitute a single coherent class; rather, the individual affixes appear as TNI's because of one or more of the following factors. (a) Prefixes in Hausa are tonally autonomous and non-integrating, i.e. the stated norm only applies to suffixes. (b) Clitics, unlike true suffixes, are non-integrating because they are semi-independent and tonally autonomous. The referential markers—derived from the definite articles *nà and *tà—though phonologically bound to the preceding nominal stem, are nevertheless clitics with a different status from that of suffixes such as the plural. (c) Formerly toneless suffixes that have only historically recently acquired a distinct tonal specification, e.g. the feminine -áa and the ethnonymic -íi, are non-integrating presumably because they are tonally too weak to spread their tone. (d) Suffixes that segmentally are not integrated sufficiently to cause the stem vowel to drop, the deletion being a regular feature of TIA's, are tonally non-integrating. The participial ending -wáa, which one would characterize on syntactic and semantic grounds as a close verbal inflection, is weakly linked morphologically since it is added to a segmentally intact stem rather than being fused to it. 12

12Grade 7 verbs with /wáa/ have as an alternative a contracted, phonologically fused form, e.g. yànkúwáá = yànkóó 'cutable'; tàunúwáá = tàunóó 'chewable'; sàyúwáá = sàyóó 'buyable'. This may be evidence in support of Gouffé's view (see footnote 7) that the surface /wáa/ seen here is not the same as the -wáá morpheme.
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(e) Finally, one is left with the problem of the feminine derivational ending -ányàa/-nìyàa, where one allomorph is tone integrating and the other non-integrating. From what we have seen throughout the paper, it is clear that it is the -nìyàa variant that is aberrant, i.e. as a derivational suffix that is added to a stem less the final vowel it should be tone integrating. The only explanation that I can offer at this point is that sàràunìyàa 'queen', màkàunìyàa 'blind woman', and the three or four other words that make up this small class are simply listed in the lexicon as such. That is, while historically -nìyàa may have functioned as a (semi-)productive derivational suffix, synchronically the stems with -nìyàa constitute lexically frozen forms.

4. Conclusion

This paper presents a model for viewing the influence of affixal processes on tone in Hausa. Two types of affixes are distinguished: tone integrating and tone non-integrating. Tone-integrating affixes, all of which are suffixes are specified with a distinct tone pattern that extends over the entire word within its domain, thereby obliterating the underlying stem tone. The tone of the word containing the suffix is arrived at by right-to-left assignment of the suffixal tone pattern. TIA's include nominal plurals, verbal grades, statives, past participles, verbal nouns, and nominal derivations such as abstract, language, agential (co-occurring with the prefix mà-) and ethnonym (co-occurring with the prefix bà-). Tone non-integrating affixes do not affect the tone of the stem to which they are attached. The tone of the resultant word is simply the sum of the tones of the juxtaposed parts. TNI's include the agential/instrumental/locational prefix mà-, the ethnonymic prefix bà-, the referential clitic ǹ/ǹ', the feminine inflectional marker -áa (and variant forms), and the progressive participial ending -wàa.

Of the two kinds of affixes, tone-integrating is clearly the norm for Hausa inflectional and derivational suffixes. This preference correlates with a segmental modification in Hausa, namely the dropping of stem final vowels when a suffix is added. The segmental and tonal behaviors combine in such a way that suffixation in Hausa becomes very much a synthetic process by which stem and affix fuse to produce a tightly bound new word.
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VERB SERIALIZATION AND LEXICAL REANALYSIS: 
THE CASE OF COMPOUND VERBS IN EDO

Rebecca N. Aghyisi
University of Benin, Nigeria

This paper examines a category of compound verbs which features a particular kind of affix morpheme, with a view to determining the nature of the relation between this affix and other homophonous forms in the language which synchronically belong to different grammatical categories. In line with findings from similar studies of serial verb constructions in languages such as Mandarin Chinese and Yoruba, we have shown through our Edo data not only that certain verbs undergo grammaticalization and lexical re-analysis historically in the context of serial constructions to become prepositional case markers and adverbs synchronically, but also that some of these grammaticalized forms do undergo further lexical reanalysis and semantic depletion and ultimately become incorporated as affixal morphemes in compound verbs.

1. Introduction

Verb serialization, or the serial verb construction, is a common and widely attested syntactic characteristic of Kwa languages. It is a construction in which the predicate of the sentence/clause consists of two or more verbal elements realizing different kinds of functional relationships. The Edo sentences below feature varieties of this construction type:

---

1Edo language belongs to the North-Central branch of the Edoid group of Kwa [Greenberg 1963] or Benue-Kwa [Elugbe and Williamson 1977].

2For all Edo texts used in this paper, tone is marked as follows: ṽ for High tone, Ṽ for Low tone, ̄ for Downstepped High tone, and Downstepped Low tone is left blank.
Various aspects of the serial verb phenomenon have constituted the subject of study in the past decade and a half [Stalke 1970; Hyman 1971; Awobulu1yi 1973; Bamgbose 1973, 1974; Li and Thompson 1973, 1974; Lord 1973, 1975, 1977, 1984; Givon 1975; Ekundayo and Akinnaso 1983]. Issues addressed in these various studies include the question of the historical derivation of the construction and problems of its syntactic analysis and semantic interpretation synchronically. Some studies attribute the development of verb serialization to the reduction of inflectional or "grammatical" morphology [Li and Thompson 1974; Givon 1975], while others trace its origin to a consecutive type of coordination [Hyman 1971]. Synchronically, the underlying syntactic structure(s) assigned to serial verb constructions have ranged from coordination and subordination [Li and Thompson 1973; Bamgbose 1973] to coordination only [Hyman 1971; Awobulu1yi 1973].

A recurrent topic in verb serialization analysis is the question of the categorial status of the so-called "serial verbs" or "co-verbs", especially in relation to their homophonous full verbs. Typical in languages with verb serialization is the situation whereby a single phonological form synchronically functions as a verb, preposition, adverb, etc. in different grammatical con-

3 Most of the non-ideophonic manner adverbials in Edo derive historically from verbs and so retain certain verbal characteristics, among which is the ability to mark tense, mainly tonally.
texts. Consider, for example, the Yoruba word kpêlu, discussed in Lord [1973:280ff.], which synchronically functions as a verb, preposition, conjunction, and adverb as in (6-9) respectively:

(6) fêmT kpêlu əwô ọlè  (verb)
    Femi be-included among PL thief 'Femi is one of the thieves'

(7) mô wà níbè kpêlu ākT  (preposition)
    I be there with Akin 'I was there with Akin'

(8) fêmT kpêlu ākT gê ērã  (conjunction)
    Femi with Akin cut meat 'Femi and Akin cut meat'

(9) fêmT nT ọrûkọ mì kpêlu  (adverb)
    Femi FOCUS name my also 'Femi is my name too' (as well as someone else's)

As Lord convincingly argues, all four categorial variants of the word are traceable historically to a single original comitative verb which has undergone grammaticalization in different syntactic contexts; Thus, what may appear to be a synchronic oddity is seen to conform to some regularity in a diachronic process.

The present study similarly aims to show how certain phonologically identical but synchronically diverse units functioning as verb, preposition/adverb, and verbal affix may be shown to be historically related. In particular, it will be shown that the verbal affix in a variety of compound verbs in Edo originated historically from a verb which has undergone grammaticalization and lexical re-analysis in contexts including serial verb constructions.

2. The Compound Verb

In this study, a distinction is made between bi- and multi-morphemic verbs which are the result of Verb-Noun combination on the one hand and those which are composed of two verbal morphemes or a verb and particle/formative. The former are regarded as complex verbs, while the latter are compound verbs. Examples (10-13) illustrate the former, while (14-17) illustrate compound verbs:
The concern of this paper is with compound rather than complex verbs. There are two kinds of compound verbs, depending on whether they are made up of Verb+Verb or of Verb+Particle. In this study, we shall be concerned with the latter category. Example 17 above represents a typical example of the verb+particle type of compound verb. Other examples of this morphological type are illustrated by the following:

(18) ṛyọ̀rè (v.) < ṛyọ̀ (v.) + rè (part.) 'wake up'

(19) yèrè (v.) < yè (v.) + rè (part.) 'remember, recall'

(20) fùrè (v.) < fù (v.) + rè (part.) 'be calm, peaceful'

Verbs in Edo have grammatical rather than lexical tone. The tone marked on these forms represents the imperative mood.
(21) twòrè (v.) < twò (v.) + rè (part.) 'descend, dismount'
    drop
(22) yàré (v.) < yà (v.) + rè (part.) 'brighten (of the sun)'
    shine
(23) fyàgbè (v.) < fyà (v.) + gbè (part.) 'bless'
    cut
(24) kùgbè (v.) < kù (v.) + gbè (part.) 'combine'
    join
(25) bìgbè (v.) < bì (v.) + gbè (part.) 'shut'
    push

Morphologically, these verbs each consist of two morphemes, a root and an
affix. The root morpheme is the free verb from which the compound verb derives
its meaning. The affix morpheme generally has no precise meaning, but typically
conveys a vague deictic or prepositional meaning.

Syntactically, the root morpheme retains its transitivity value in some
contexts of occurrence. Thus, in certain clausal constructions, it is immedi­
ately followed by its Object NP, and this leaves the affix isolated as a post­
verbal free form. Compare, for example, (27) and (28) with the other sentences
from (26) to (30):

(26) ọzọ rèrè ọyọrè ọwyẹ 'nà
    Ozo early+Pt wake up morning this
(27) ọzọ yẹ enè vè rè
    Ozo recalled name my ?up
(28) èkó fù ọzọ ègbè rè
    Lagos made cool Ozo body ?down
(29) ọzọ twòrè ụ̀ ụ̀bà
    Ozo descended at slab
(30) ọvè yàrè nè
    sun brightened already

3. Re as Verb and Co-verb/Adverb
3.1. Functions of re . The surface structure NP V NP re of (27) and
(28) shows remarkable similarity to the surface form of one variety of serial verb construction:

(31) ḍozó ọlā ụgbó rē 'Ozo came through the farm'
Ozo passed farm come

(32) ḍozó lelé ọzara rē 'Ozo came with Azari'
Ozo followed Azari come

(33) ḍozó lā Tmọtọ rē 'Ozo came in a car'
Ozo entered car come

(34) ḍozó yā ọwé rē 'Ozo came on foot'
Ozo used foot come

Examples (31-34) represent a variety of modality serialization in which the first verb in the series is interpreted as modifying the second verb. The second verb, re, is homophonous with the particle in (26-30), but from the meanings of (31-34) it is clear that the re in the latter set is a full-fledged verb. There are a number of significant differences between the type of sentences of (26-30) and that of (31-34), but it would be instructive to consider first a third kind of construction in which yet another variety of re occurs:

(35) ṣ ọtyé ọzó rē 'he summoned Ozo'
he called Ozo come

(36) ṣ ọdē emyowó rē 'he bought some meat here (to speaker)'
he bought meat come

(37) ṣ ọgbé ọghé rē 'he caught some fish here (to speaker)'
he caught fish come

(38) ṣ ọgbé ẹbę rē 'he wrote a letter here (to speaker)'
he wrote letter come

Again, with the same surface structure of NP V NP re, it would seem that there is no structural difference between (31-34) on the one hand and (35-38) on the other, especially as the literal gloss of re in the latter set has been given as 'come'. However, semantically, the re in (35-38) expresses an adverbial rather than verbal meaning, and it functions as a deictic modifier of the first verb, which is also the main verb in the series. Thus, whereas (31-
34) would be analysed underlyingly as constituting two conjoined clauses, (35-38) are underlyingly single clause constructions in which the second surface verb is in fact a verbal particle. This is supported by the paraphrase values of the sentences, shown in (39a,b):

(39) a. òzó lā ìgbób=re = òzó lā ìgbó + òzó rēè
Ozo passed farm Ozo came
'Ozo crossed the farm + Ozo came'

b. òzó lelê azàř’i rēè = òzó lelê azàř’ + òzó ve azàř’i rēè
'Ozo followed Azari + Ozo and Azari came'

but for (35) we have:

(40) ọ tyé ozó rēè = ọ tyé - rēè ọzó
he called come Ozo
'he summoned Ozo'

Diagrammatically, the synchronic underlying structures of (31) and (35) may be represented roughly as (41) and (42) respectively:

(41)  
```
S  
NP  
N  
V  
V  
N  
Òzó lā ìgbó rēè
```

(42)  
```
S  
NP  
N  
V  
NP  
Part.  
Ọ tyé ozó rēè
```

Further justification for the above analysis derives from the different occurrence possibilities for adverbs in the two kinds of sentences. Normally, adverbial modifiers occur in the immediate pre-verb position in clauses with-

---

5This, however, does not occur as an acceptable surface form, even though it paraphrases accurately the sense of (37). The particle always occurs after the Object NP in sentences of this nature; but see section 3.2.
out modal constituents,\(^6\) as is illustrated in (43) and (44) below:

(43) a. \(\text{Ozo ate food} \quad \text{Ozo ate (some food)}\)
   b. \(\text{Ozo quickly+Pt eat food} \quad \text{Ozo hurriedly ate (some food)}\)

(44) a. \(\text{Ozo lay down} \quad \text{Ozo lay down} \)
   b. \(\text{Ozo gently+Pt lie} \quad \text{Ozo lay down gently} \)

Accordingly, semantically appropriate adverbs may occur before either of the two verbs in (31-34) to yield grammatical sentences:

(45) a. \(\text{Ozo quickly+Pt pass farm come} \quad \text{Ozo quickly came through the farm} \)
   b. \(\text{Ozo arrived quickly through the farm} \quad \text{Ozo arrived quickly through the farm} \)

(46) a. \(\text{Ozo first+Pt followed Azari come} \quad \text{Ozo previously came with Azari} \)
   b. \(\text{Ozo came previously with Azari} \quad \text{Ozo came previously with Azari} \)

(47) a. \(\text{Ozo first+Pt enter car come} \quad \text{Ozo first came in a car} \)
   b. \(\text{Ozo first came in a car} \quad \text{Ozo first came in a car} \)

(48) a. \(\text{Ozo carefully+Pt use foot come} \quad \text{Ozo carefully came by foot} \)
   b. \(\text{Ozo carefully came by foot} \quad \text{Ozo carefully came by foot} \)

However, in the case of (35-38), adverbs may occur only before the first verb and not \(\text{re} \) to yield acceptable sentences. This accounts for the ungrammaticality of the (b) sentences below:

(49) a. \(\text{he early+Pt call Ozo come} \quad \text{he summoned Ozo early} \)
   b. *\(\text{tye Ozo řeře ře} \quad \text{he summoned Ozo early} \)

(50) a. \(\text{he early+Pt buy meat come} \quad \text{he bought meat over early} \)
   b. *\(\text{de řeře ře} \quad \text{he bought meat over early} \)

\(^6\)The only exceptions to this rule are ideophonic adverbs, which occur only post-verbally.
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(51) a. ọ rê rê gbe ēhē rê 'he caught some fish here early'
    he early+Pt catch fish come
b. *ọ gbé ēhē rê rê rê

(52) a. ọ rê rê gbē ēbē rê 'he wrote a letter here early'
    he early+Pt write letter come
b. *ọ gbē ēbē rê rê rê

The restriction of adverbs from occurring before rê in the above sentences confirms the non-verbal status of rê in such constructions. This further shows that sentences like (35) have only one underlying verb and are therefore structurally distinct from those like (31) which have two underlying verbs. The former type belongs to the category of construction which has been designated in the literature as the co-verb sentence, in which one of the two surface verbs is identified variously as a "co-verb", "verb in series", "serial verb", "prepositional case marker", etc. [Li and Thompson 1974; Lord 1973; George 1975]. As has been argued above, whereas rê in (31-34) is an underlying verb, in (35-38) it is not. Syntactically, it is an adverb which semantically expresses a deictic meaning.

However, on the basis of the phonological identity and semantic similarity of the two forms, one cannot but infer the possibility of a historical link between them in line with the kind of historical relationship that has been postulated between co-verbs functioning as prepositional case markers, on the one hand, and their homophonous verbal counterparts, on the other, in languages such as Yoruba, Igbo, and Mandarin Chinese. Thus, the co-verb rê in (35-38) can be said to have developed historically from the verb rê, the latter having undergone a process of grammaticalization and lexical reanalysis in the particular constructional context in which it does not function as the main verb of the sentence.

The process of lexical re-analysis has both semantic and syntactic dimensions. It entails a reduction in its original semantic content and scope as a verb, while syntactically, it means a loss of distributional independence, having become incorporated into the categorical scope of the verb as a particle in a phrasal verb formation.
3. The compound verb context. A subsequent stage in the grammaticalization process is reflected in the compound verb context (cf. (18-25) above), in which the verb and particle coalesce to yield a single lexical unit. At this stage, the original verbal particle, with its deictic meaning, combines with its governing verb. Its identity as a separate morpheme is preserved only in its phonological form which remains invariant.

The strongest evidence of the lexicalization of the verb + particle structure is the ability of the new form to combine with vowel prefixes to form derived nouns, in the same way that nouns are derived from simple monosyllabic (CV) verbs. Compare (53-55) below with (56-61):

(53) a. tà (v.) 'say'  
   b. ṃtǎ (n.) 'speech'
(54) a. gyẹ (v.) 'laugh'  
   b. ọgyẹ (n.) 'laughter'
(55) a. vā (v.) 'shout'  
   b. āvā (n.) 'thunder'

(56) a. fùrẹ (v. intr.) < fù + rè 'be calm, peaceful'  
   b. ọfùrẹ (n.) 'peace'
(57) a. fyàgbẹ (v.) < fyà + gbè 'bless, increase'  
   b. àfyàgbẹ (n.) 'blessing'
(58) a. kùgbẹ (v.) < kù + gbè 'unite, combine'  
   b. àkùgbẹ (n.) 'unity'
(59) a. sìkòkò (v.) < sì + kòkò 'gather, collect'  
   b. àsìkòkò (n.) 'assembly, gathering'
(60) a. dégbẹ (v.) < dé + gbè 'hit'  
   b. ọdègbẹ (n.) 'collision'
(61) a. yèrẹ (v.) < yè + rè 'remember'  
   b. àyèrẹ (n.) 'remembrance'

The point must be made, however, that the development of the above kind of compound verbs in Edo is yet at an incipient stage. Hence, unlike the case in Igbo, for example (cf. Lord [1975, 1977]), there are indeed very few examples of compound verbs readily attestable in Edo. Besides, many of the forms be-
have rather unstably as lexical units, especially in syntactic contexts. For example, many combinations involving transitive verbs always split to accommodate the Object NP of the verb immediately after it, thereby isolating the particle as a separate word:

(62) a. òzò yë ení ímà ré
    Ozo recalled name our up

b. *òzò yere ení ímà

(63) a. òzò sT Tyó ímà kòkò
    Ozo pulled money our together

b. *òzò sTkòkò iyó ímà

However, it is also the case that when the Object of the verb is a complex NP, i.e. involving one or more relative clauses, rather than a simple phrase, the verb and its particle may occur together as a single word, with the Object NP following:

(64) a. òzò yë eÛë nè i xáma ájë ré
    Ozo recalled matter Rel I told him up

 b. òzò yere, eÛë nè i xáma ájë
    Ozo remembered matter Rel I told him

    'Ozo remembered what I told him'

(65) a. òzò sT iblékà 'hyá négyëcë nè i ré eûá, nè i má
    Ozo pulled children all little Rel cli. be there Rel cli. Neg
    hé rì èvàfè kokò
    yet eat food together

    'Ozo assembled all the little children who were there who had not yet eaten'

b. òzò sTkòkò, iblékà 'hyá négyëcë nè i ré eûá, nè i
    Ozo assembled children all little Rel cli. be there Rel cli.
    má hé rì èvàfè
    Neg yet eat food

    'Ozo assembled all the little children who were there who had not yet eaten'

7In fact, in a sentence such as this, the (b) version is preferred to its
The re-ordering of constituents in the (b) sentences seems to be pragmatically motivated, as it not only eliminates the otherwise increased distance between the verb and its particle, thereby reinforcing their semantic unity, but, by having the complex Object NP moved to the end of the clause, it also facilitates its processing. More importantly, this sentence type does constitute important evidence of the transitional process from the verb + particle stage to the compound verb stage.

The tables below summarize the historical stages in the transition from a full-fledged verb to a grammaticalized verbal affix, using re and gbe as examples.

Table 1: re (v.) 'come' > -re (affix)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Historical Stages</th>
<th>Distributional Contexts</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I: Full verb</td>
<td>(i) As main verb in a minimal sentence</td>
<td>ózó re owà ve 'Ozo came house my house'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(ii) As main verb in a serial construction</td>
<td>ó ya owè ré 'he came on foot'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II: Co-Verb/Adverb</td>
<td>As a modifying verb in a serial construction</td>
<td>ózó voxo èr'à re 'Ozo bent tree come'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III: Verbal affix</td>
<td>In a compound verb</td>
<td>ózó ñyêre nè 'Ozo has already woken up'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

corresponding (a) form. It is also worth noting that in the (b) sentences above, there is usually a pause after the compound verb (marked here by the comma), and the intonation pattern up to this point is comparable to that used for an intransitive clause, i.e. as though no Object is anticipated. The eventual addition of the complex Object NP comes with noticeable force, probably intended to sustain its complex structure, as well as to compensate for its "displacement" by the particle.
Table 2:  *gbe* (v.) 'hit' > -*gbe* (affix)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Historical Stages</th>
<th>Distributional Contexts</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| I: Full verb      | (i) As main verb in a minimal sentence | ọzọ *gbẹ* azàr’í  
'Ozo hit Azari' |
|                   | (ii) As main verb in serial construction | ọzọ *yā* eř’a *gbe* azàr’í  
'Ozo hit Azari with a stick' |
| II: Co-Verb/Preposition | As a serial verb in a serial construction | ọzọ bT ẹkhù *gbẹ* azàr’í  
'Ozo pushed door hit Azari' |
| III: Verbal affix | In a compound verb | ẹxù bìgbẹ *gbẹ* azàr’í owè  
'door shut hit Azari foot' |

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we examined a category of compound verbs in Edo which features a particular kind of affix morpheme, with a view to determining the nature of the relation between this affix and other homophonous forms in the language which synchronically belong to different grammatical categories. In line with findings from the study of serial verb constructions in languages such as Mandarin Chinese and Yoruba, we have shown through our Edo data not only that certain verbs undergo grammaticalization and lexical reanalysis historically in the context of serial constructions to become prepositional case markers and adverbs synchronically, but also that some of these grammaticalized forms do undergo further lexical reanalysis and semantic depletion and ultimately become incorporated as affixes to the main verbs with which they occurred as co-verbs in serial constructions, at an earlier stage.
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ADJECTIVES AND ADJECTIVALIZATION PROCESSES IN ÊDO*

Thomas O. Qomqruyi
University of Benin, Nigeria

Real adjectives are few in Niger-Congo languages. Welmers [1973] warns that we should be suspicious of what is traditionally called adjectives in these languages: In this article, an attempt is made to describe the processes of expressing adjectival concepts in Êdo. Like many natural languages, Êdo adjectives and verbs are hardly separable; areas of similarity are analyzed. Taking a critical look at some words which have been erroneously called adjectives, we discover that they are in fact relative clauses. An examination of their underlying structures reveals the sources of their singular and plural forms. Finally, we identify some real adjectives (some of which are derived from adjectival verbs) on the basis of their inability to occur alone without "qualifying" nouns.

1. Introductory Remarks

Traditionally, adjectives are defined as words which "qualify" nouns because they give the attributes of persons and objects. In this respect, adjectives are said to belong to a separate part of speech from nouns, verbs, prepositions, and so on. However, it has since been observed that the different parts of speech "not merely grade into each other but are to an astonishing degree actually convertible into each other" [Sapir 1921:118]. In most cases, verbs, adverbs and nouns are the recipient parts of speech. Sapir illustrates with Yana in which "the adjective is a verb" while "adverbs and prepositions are either nouns or merely derivative affixes in the verb". Faced with the

*This is a revised version of a paper read at the 17th West African Languages Congress in 1986. I am very grateful to Professor Ayq Bamgbose and Dr. R.N. Agheysisi for their valuable comments on the first draft. They do not necessarily agree with all views expressed here. All errors are mine.
problem of distinguishing between Yoruba verbs and adjectives, Madugu [1976] wonders whether they have merged or they are just emerging.

The syntactic behaviour and semantic interpretation of adjectives have been and will be, for a long time to come, topics for recurrent and intense debate. Ross [1969] argues strongly that adjectives are in fact noun phrases but Chafe [1970:96] analyzes the verbal characteristics of some of them from the viewpoint of the "centrality for the verb" and concludes that they are "stative verbs". With regard to the Yoruba language (a language genetically related to Edo), Afolayan [1972] calls them "predicative adjectives" but Awobuluyi [1972] hastens to reject this designation and recommends the name "adjectivizable verbs". Omamor [1986] describes the same phenomenon in Okpe and Uvwie, both Edoid languages, employing the term "quality verbs". All these point to the inconclusiveness of previous approaches and the need for further analyses of fresh data from a variety of languages in order to understand their universal characteristics.

In the case of Niger-Congo languages, Welmers [1973:274] strongly warns analysts to "be suspicious of 'adjectives'; some of them are not". If it is the case that adjectives have merged with other syntactic categories in these languages, the question then is why have they merged and with what syntactic categories have they merged? Even more importantly, in the absence of real adjectives, how do speakers of these languages "qualify" nouns or give nouns attributes? A closer look at Edo verbal and relativization systems is likely to give a clue to these questions.

Our aim in this study is to investigate how adjectival concepts are expressed in Edo and how some real adjectives are derived from other syntactic categories through adjectivalization processes. We shall employ the term "adjectivalization" as a transformation process in the sense of Lyons [1977:396] "to refer to the process whereby attributive adjectives and adjectival phrases and clauses (including relative clauses) are derived from a variety of predicative structures".

Edo (also called Bini) is a member of the Edoid group of languages [Elugbe 1979] which belongs to the Kwa group within the Niger-Congo family of African
languages [Greenberg 1963]. It is the main language of the ancient Kingdom of Benin. Much has been said about the artistic sophistication of the kingdom especially in bronze casting, but few systematic studies of the language have been done.

We have drawn the data for this study from our intuitive native speaker competence in the language with the assistance of informants. We have also elicited data from *Ita Edagbon Mwen* written by Jacob Egharevba, a renowned Edo writer and authority on Edo history.

2. Characteristics of Edo Verb System

Edo verbs can be divided broadly into action verbs and adjectival verbs. This division is not so clear-cut because syntactically, they behave alike in many respects. In fact, it can be argued that it is a hair-splitting exercise trying to make formal distinctions between them. We observe, however, that some adjectival verbs undergo some syntactic processes such as relativization and tonal changes which can transform them into attributive adjectives. Action verbs cannot undergo such transformations. We shall discuss the processes in section 4. Moreover, on semantic grounds, we observe that unlike Edo action verbs, adjectival verbs, which have been erroneously called adjectives, give the inherent qualities or attributes of persons and objects that co-occur with them. Consider the following examples:

(1) Ḟsára khían
    Osaro go
    'Osaro is going'

(2) Ḟsára zúrọ
    Osaro foolish/stupid

1In the Edo orthography we adopted, nasalized vowels are marked by a following nasal consonant as follows: ñ = /i/ , ẹn = /ě/ , an = /a/ , ọn = /ọ/ , and un = /ũ/ . However, nasality is unmarked by /n/ if a nasal consonant precedes a nasalized vowel as in mé 'see' in which the vowels are nasalized by the preceding nasal consonant. The seven oral vowels in Edo which are i , e , ø , a , o , ọ and u in the orthography approximate respectively to /i/ , /e/ , /ě/ , /a/ , /ọ/ , /o/ , and /u/ . The double consonants are realized phonemically as follows: gb = /gβ/ , gh = /γ/ , kh = /x/ , kp = /kφ/ , mw = /ð/ , rh = /r/ , rr = /r/ and vb = /v/ (see Amayo and Elugbe [1983]).
The action verb khlan 'go' in (1) states an action performed by the subject NP but zuró 'foolish/stupid' in (2) qualifies or gives the inherent attribute of the subject NP. In transformational generative grammar terms, the verb in (1) only has the syntactic feature [+VB] but zuró in (2), in addition to the feature [+VB], also possesses the feature [+ADJ] because of its attributive function. It is this latter function that makes some analysts mistake it for a pure adjective. In order to function purely for epithetic purposes or as an attributive adjective, it must undergo some transformations. Such transformations include reduplication which results in zurózuró in the following sentence:

(3) ọkplá ọkpá zurózuró tótà yè āgá 'one foolish/lazy man sat on the chair'

Relativization can also make zuró function as a pure adjective. First, it gives the structure nè ò zuró which glosses literally as 'that he foolish' but for purely attributive functions, it is reduced to nēzuró as in the following sentence. In its present form, the pronoun ò is deleted.

(4) ọkplá nēzuró lèé fùá 'a foolish/lazy man ran away'

Perhaps a more plausible underlying form for nēzuró, which will account for the tonal changes on ù and ò is the occurrence of the relativizer nè 'that' and the derived nominal ëzuró 'foolish person'. Both approaches, however, have relativization underlying them. Even the reduplicated form can be relativized as follows:

(5) ọkplá nēzurózuró lèé fùá 'a foolish/lazy man ran away'

It is important to note that attributive adjectives cannot be derived from action verbs through reduced relative clauses. Thus, (1) cannot be transformed into (6) as follows:

(6) *Ọsàrọ nèkhlán... Osaro that is going...
The foregoing discussion clearly shows that there are semantic and syntactic motivations for subdividing Edo verbs into action and adjectival verbs even though not all adjectival verbs can undergo these transformations. We prefer the designation "adjectival verbs" to Chafe's [1970:88-89] "stative verbs" because some of them will fail "the rule of thumb" test by answering the question "What happened?" or "What is happening?". For example, we can answer such questions by saying Ọsàrò ghọghọ̀rè or Ọsàrò ghọghọ̀ which will translate literally as "Osaro happened" and "Osaro is happening" respectively. It would appear, therefore, that there is a cline from verbs which are inherently action to those which are inherently adjectival. Between these extreme cases are those verbs which are partly action and partly adjectival.

We shall now examine some of the similarities between action verbs and adjectival verbs with a view to showing that adjectival verbs which are often mistaken for adjectives are in fact verbs.

2.1. Occurrence in the predicate. Edo is basically an SVO language. Its sentence structure permits the occurrence of only an action verb or an adjectival verb to form the predicate of a simple sentence if the verb is intransitive, but whenever it is transitive, a noun phrase can occur after it. This means that an action verb or an adjectival verb can occur in the frame # NP - (NP) # where # represents sentence boundary. Here are some examples:

(7) ọkhụọ nị mọsé
    woman that beautiful

'that woman is beautiful'

(8) Ọsàrò ghọghọ̀ ẹgùe ẹgùe
    Osaro happy title in palace palace

'Osaro was happy for his title in the palace'

Sentence (8) further illustrates the occurrence of a prepositional phrase after the object noun phrase.

A predicative adjective can be derived from (7) through the process of reduplication and the occurrence of a form of copula as follows:

(9) ọkhụọ nị ọghọghọ ọghọghọ
    woman that be beautiful

A reduced relative clause in which the pronoun of the antecedent noun does not
occur (see section 3) can result in a modifying adjective as follows:

(10) ökhùò nèmòsèmòsè tòtà 'a beautiful woman is sitting'
    woman that-beautiful sit

Reduplication in these cases also has implications for intensity. The final vowel of the adjectival verb mòsè in (7) can also be lengthened for the purposes of adjective formation and intensity. For example:

(11) ökhùò nì yè mòsè 'that woman is intensively beautiful'
    woman that be beautiful

The verb ghôghô 'happy' in (8) cannot undergo these transformations because it is partly an action verb and partly an adjectival verb. It combines the roles of describing the state of 'being happy' and what Osaro did. Other action verbs in Edo such as gó 'shout', lé 'cook', mìèkué 'admit' and so on, cannot undergo these transformations.

2.2. **Consonant commencing.** Like all Edo verbs, adjectival verbs begin with consonants and end with vowels. The common syllable structures are CV for the monosyllabic verbs and CVV and CVCV for the disyllabic verbs. For example:

(12) CV Structure          CVV Structure          CVCV Structure
    kon 'foolish'          màá 'good'            kpòló 'big'
    din 'brave'            khùá 'heavy'          khèrhe 'small'
    tôn 'hot'              báá 'red'            dìmwí 'deep'
    tán 'long/tall'        sìe 'black'          hòghá 'light'
    yó 'high'              vbòó 'ripe'          pèrhe 'low'
    vón 'full'             fuá 'white'          fùrré 'cool'
    vbé 'wide'             tùá 'tight'          wènrén 'slim'
    bún 'many/much'        khòó 'hostile'        mòsè 'beautiful'

2.3. **Simple Past Tense inflection.** Some adjectival verbs form their simple past tense or simple completive tense by taking the inflectional suffix which other verbs also take. The vowel that occurs in the verb stem largely determines the nature of the vowel that occurs in the suffix. For example:
(13) a. Adjectival verbs ending in oral vowels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adjectival Verb Stem</th>
<th>Simple Past Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ghôghô 'happy'</td>
<td>ghôghô+rê 'happy+Past'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yô 'high'</td>
<td>yô+rò 'high+Past'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vbê 'wide'</td>
<td>vbê+rê 'wide+Past'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bàa 'difficult'</td>
<td>bàa+rê 'difficult+Past'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sié 'black'</td>
<td>sié+rê 'black+Past'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fû 'calm/quiet'</td>
<td>fû+rû 'calm/quiet+Past'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vbôô 'ripe'</td>
<td>vbôô+rò 'ripe+Past'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b. Adjectival verbs ending in nasalized vowels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adjectival Verb Stem</th>
<th>Simple Past Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dîmwf 'deep'</td>
<td>dîmwf+rìn 'deep+Past'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kôn 'foolish'</td>
<td>kôn+rên 'foolish+Past'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tân 'tall/long'</td>
<td>tân+rên 'tall/long+Past'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>màà 'good'</td>
<td>màà+rên 'good+Past'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vôn 'full'</td>
<td>vôn+rên 'full+Past'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The rule for the formation of the simple past tense suffix can be tabulated as follows:

(14) a. Oral Vowels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb Stem Vowel</th>
<th>Past Tense Suffix</th>
<th>Verb Stem Vowel</th>
<th>Past Tense Suffix</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>-ri</td>
<td>in</td>
<td>-rin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>-re</td>
<td>ên</td>
<td>-rên</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>-re</td>
<td>an</td>
<td>-rên</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>-re</td>
<td>ôn</td>
<td>-rên</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o</td>
<td>-re</td>
<td>un</td>
<td>-run</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>-ru</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b. Nasalized Vowels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb Stem Vowel</th>
<th>Past Tense Suffix</th>
<th>Verb Stem Vowel</th>
<th>Past Tense Suffix</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>-ri</td>
<td>in</td>
<td>-rin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>-re</td>
<td>ên</td>
<td>-rên</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>-re</td>
<td>an</td>
<td>-rên</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>-re</td>
<td>ôn</td>
<td>-rên</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o</td>
<td>-re</td>
<td>un</td>
<td>-run</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>-ru</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On simple vowel charts, the system of vowel selection can be diagrammed as follows:
Using the Chomsky and Halle [1968] features, these vowel charts presuppose the following vowel features:

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccccc}
\text{e} & \text{a} & \text{o} & \text{u} & \text{in} & \text{en} & \text{an} & \text{ön} & \text{un} \\
\text{high} & + & + & - & - & + & + & - & - & - & + \\
\text{back} & - & - & + & + & + & - & - & + & + & - \\
\text{low} & - & - & + & + & - & - & + & + & + & - \\
\text{round} & - & - & - & + & + & - & - & - & + & + \\
\text{nasal} & - & - & - & - & - & - & + & + & + & + \\
\end{array}
\]

Considering the high frequency of occurrence of -re as a simple past tense suffix, we shall regard it as the underlying form (also see Amayo [1976]). If we now see the vowels in (15) in terms of high and low, we easily discover that all low vowels take the suffix -re. In the case of low nasalized vowels, a nasal lowering rule will first apply because /en/ does not occur in Edo. As regards the high vowels, they all assimilate the qualities or features of /œ/. These rules can be stated as follows:\(^2\)

\[
\begin{align*}
(17) \text{a. Quality and Nasality Assimilation} \\
e & \rightarrow \begin{bmatrix} \text{high} \\ <\text{round}> \\ <\text{back}> \\ \text{ynasal} \end{bmatrix} / \begin{bmatrix} \text{high} \\ <-\text{low}> \\ \beta\text{back} \\ \text{ynasal} \end{bmatrix} r_{-\text{[Past suffix]}} \\
\text{b. Nasal Vowel Lowering} \\
V & \rightarrow [+\text{low}] \\
\begin{bmatrix} -\text{high} \\ [+\text{nasal}] \end{bmatrix}
\end{align*}
\]

\(^2\)I am very grateful to Professor Russell G. Schuh who proposed these rules and also to Dr. B.O. Elugbe who helped to examine a large body of data and confirmed the suitability of the rules.
It should be noted that the simple past tense suffix is only manifest when the verb occurs sentence finally. There are no obvious phonological reasons for the deletion of the suffix so we believe that it is a grammatical rule that -re and its variants are deleted before object noun phrases. Transitive verbs do not take the -re suffix except when they are used intransitively. Thus (18) is grammatical but (19) is not.

(18) Osarọ ghọghọrẹ 'Osaro was happy'
(19) * Osarọ ghọghọrẹ ẹgiẹ 'Osaro was happy for a title'

See the first part of sentence (18) for the grammatical form of (19). We should add, however, that time adverbials, prepositional phrases and embedded sentences tend to violate this rule by occurring after the suffix. For example:

(20) ̀lmoif ọbọrọ nọdè 'an orange became ripe yesterday'
orange ripe+Past yesterday

(21) ̀lmoif ọbọrọ ọbè ọkhuàè 'an orange became ripe in the basket'
orange ripe+Past in basket

(22) ̀lmoif ná ọbọrọ àdéghè ụhọ 'this orange is ripe if you want'
orange this ripe+Past if you want

2.4. Comparative construction formation. Edo action and adjectival verbs can be employed in comparative constructions. The comparison of persons and objects is done through a verb serialization process in which sèè 'pass' or 'more than' serves as a post modification of the preceding verb. On the other hand, sèè can occur alone as the main verb of a sentence and still perform a comparative function. Here are some examples. In (23), it serializes with an action verb and in (24) with an adjectival verb.

(23) Ọsasèrè gbé sèè Ọsàgiè kèvbè ịviè 'Osasere dances better than Osasere dance pass Osagie and Ivie Osagie and Ivie'

(24) Ọsasèrè tân sèè Ọsàgiè kèvbè ịviè 'Osasere is taller than Osasere tall pass Osagie and Ivie Osagie and Ivie'

Omòregie [1983:57] identifies the use of sèhịà 'more than all' or 'pass
all' for the superlative constructions. There are no number restrictions on the use of sêgh in Edo so we believe that positing sêgha for the superlative construction is unnecessary.

2.5. Occurrence with auxiliaries. Adjectival verbs can be preceded by auxiliaries and such auxiliaries help or modify these adjectival verbs as well as mark tense in the same manner they modify and mark tense in action verbs. For example:

(25) ̀iràn ghá ghòghò  'they will be happy'
      they Aux-Fut. happy

(26) ̀òsàrò rá vbè ùvún nìì  'Osaro is going to widen that hole'
      Osaro Aux+Fut widen hole that

Ghá and rá in (25) and (26) respectively are variants of Edo future tense auxiliaries. However, rá is commonly used to indicate that the action of the verb it modifies is about to commence. Amayo [1980] makes a distinction between rá as a future tense marker and as a marker of an action that is about to commence by positing a downstepped tone before the verb it modifies as follows:

(27) a. ş rá !kpòlò  'he will sweep'
     b. ş rá kpòlò  'he is about to sweep'

The downstepped tone is represented by the exclamation mark in (27a). Therefore, (27a) is a more distant future than (27b).

2.6. Nominalization processes. Adjectival verbs can be nominalized following the same process of nominalizing other verbs in Edo. All Edo nouns commence with vowels and end with vowels while all verbs commence with consonants and end with vowels. Therefore, in order to nominalize verbs, vowels are obligatorily prefixed to them. Here are some examples of nominalized action verbs:

(28) Action Verb Stem          Derived Nominal
    gié  'laugh'               ògíé  'act of laughing'
    dá  'drink'                èdá  'act of drinking'
    tótà 'sit down'            lìtótà 'act of sitting down'
tué 'greet'    ótué 'act of greeting'
vén 'wrestle'    èvén 'act of wrestling'

Nominals are similarly derived from adjectival verbs as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adjectival Verb Stem</th>
<th>Derived Nominal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gh̀gh̀gh̀ 'happy'</td>
<td>ógh̀gh̀gh̀ 'happiness'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mòsè 'beautiful'</td>
<td>ìmòsè (òsè) 'beauty'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sìkàn 'tough/stringy'</td>
<td>ìsìkàn 'something tough/stringy'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lòghò 'difficult'</td>
<td>ólòghò 'difficulty'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zùrò 'stupid/lazy'</td>
<td>èzùrò 'stupidity/laziness'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In some cases, nominals are derived through a process of simultaneous prefixation and suffixation. The prefix in such cases is u- while the suffix is -mwè. Here are some examples:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adjectival Verb Stem</th>
<th>Derived Nominal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>wènrèn 'slim'</td>
<td>ùwènrèmwè 'slimness'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>khuèrhè 'soft'</td>
<td>ùkuhùèrhèmwè 'softness'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tìnniè 'small'</td>
<td>ùtìnnièmwè 'smallness'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kpòlò 'fat'</td>
<td>ùkpòlòmwè 'fatness'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dìmwì 'deep'</td>
<td>ùdìmwìmwè 'depth'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some action verbs also derive their nominals through this process of prefixation and suffixation. For example:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action Verb Stem</th>
<th>Derived Nominal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>lè 'cook'</td>
<td>ùlèmwè 'act of cooking'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hú 'foam'</td>
<td>ùhùmwè 'act of foaming'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kpè 'wash'</td>
<td>ùkpèmwè 'act of washing'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rhòò 'praise'</td>
<td>ùrhòòmwè 'act of praising'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rhùò 'boast'</td>
<td>ùrhùòmwè 'act of boasting'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the foregoing discussion, there is no doubt that in many respects Òdo action verbs and adjectival verbs must be identical in their syntactic behaviours. However, in the absence of many true adjectives in Òdo, adjectival verbs help to give the attributes of nouns that co-occur with them. As we
shall discover in sections 3 and 4, many modifying or real adjectives are derived from adjectival verbs.

3. Relative Clause as an Adjectival Construction

Relativization is a highly productive process of expressing adjectival concepts in Edo. This involves sentence embedding and reduction of the embedded sentence by elision processes. Elision is so prevalent in Edo that Welmers [1973:42-43] says "an investigator may well be tempted to wonder how even a native speaker of Edo knows what the final vowel of a given verb actually is."

In this study we have analyzed unelided structures in order to be able to account for all the transformations.

There are competing approaches to relativization which we do not wish to analyze here. We, however, favour the NP-S analysis as discussed in Chomsky [1965:137-138] because it can adequately account for the relativization processes in Edo. In this approach, relativization is only possible when there is an identity condition between an NP in the matrix sentence and an NP in the constituent sentence. Consider the following examples in which action verbs occur in the relative clauses:

(32) ọkhụọ nọ ọlẹrẹ ọnà khín  'this is the woman who ran away'

(33) ụkhụọ nị ọlẹrẹ ọnà khín  'these are the women who ran away'

The deep to surface derivational stages for (32) will be as follows:

(32) a. [ọkhụọ nọ ọlẹrẹ ọnà khín] S₁ woman S₂ woman run+Past this-one be  
    b. [ọkhụọ nọ ọlẹrẹ ọnà khín] S₁ woman S₂ she run+Past this-one be  
    c. [ọkhụọ nọ ọlẹrẹ ọnà khín] S₁ woman S₂ that she run+Past this-one be  
    d. [ọkhụọ nọ ọlẹrẹ ọnà khín] S₁ woman S₂ that-she run+Past this-one be

In the case of (33), the derivational stages will be as follows:
Adjectives in Edo

(33) a. [ìkhùò ìkhùò lèrè] ènà khùn] Base
S₁ women S₂ women run+Past these-ones be
b. [ìkhùò ìran lèrè] ènà khùn] Pronominalization
S₁ women S₂ they run+Past these-ones be

Relativization takes place in these examples because there are co-referential relations between the NP in the matrix sentence and the NP of the embedded sentence. Adjectival relative clauses which are erroneously called adjectives in Edo [Omoregie 1983:49-58] follow the same derivational processes. For example:

(34) Òsàrò rhie ìkhùò nòmòsè 'Osaro married a beautiful woman'
Osaro marry woman beautiful

The derivational stages for (34) will be as follows:

(34) a. [Òsàrò rhie ìkhùò] [ìkhùò mòsè] Base
S₁ Osaro marry woman S₂ woman beautiful
b. [Òsàrò rhie ìkhùò] [ò mòsè] Pronominalization
S₁ Osaro marry woman S₂ she beautiful
c. [Òsàrò rhie ìkhùò] [nè ò mòsè] Relativizer insertion
S₁ Osaro marry woman S₂ that she beautiful
d. [Òsàrò rhie ìkhùò] [nòmòsè] Elision
S₁ S₂

The singular or plural form of the antecedent NP in the matrix sentence determines the singularity or plurality of the adjectival relative clause. For example, if ìkhùò 'women' had occurred in S₁ of (34), the subsequent relativization of S₂ could have produced nìmòsè 'beautiful'. What changes ò in nòmòsè to ì in nìmòsè in the surface realization must be the pluralization and pronominalization of the NP in the relative clause which is in identity with the antecedent NP. A plausible underlying form of nìmòsè will be nè ìran mòsè in which ìran 'they', a third person pronoun, is the plural counterpart of ò 'he/she/it', a third person singular pronoun. Elision deletes è from nè (as in nè ò mòsè) and also -ràn is elided from ìran
'they'. This explains the source of their singular and plural forms as in the following surface realizations:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ýó</td>
<td>¡ýó</td>
<td>'high/tall'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>óhuánrèn</td>
<td>¡huánrèn</td>
<td>'holy'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ófuá</td>
<td>¡fuá</td>
<td>'white'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ówánrèn</td>
<td>¡wánrèn</td>
<td>'elder'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>óbáá</td>
<td>¡báá</td>
<td>'red'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ókhórhióín</td>
<td>¡khórhióín</td>
<td>'ugly'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ókhuá</td>
<td>¡khuá</td>
<td>'grand/big'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>óbíóó</td>
<td>¡bíóó</td>
<td>'bent'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ótánrèn</td>
<td>¡tánrèn</td>
<td>'tall/long'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ókhiómaèn</td>
<td>¡khiómaèn</td>
<td>'old'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The simple past tense suffix -rèn (see 2.3 above) obligatorily occurs in óhuánrèn 'holy', ówánrèn 'elder' and ótánrèn 'tall/long' as a part of the derivational process. Thus, the sentence ëmwá níhuánèn tötà will translate as 'holy people are sitting'. It does not in any way mean that the people were formerly holy. In a sense, it is similar to the participial use of 'delighted' in the English sentence 'I am delighted to see you'. In the case of the occurrence of -óló in níbíóó óó 'bent', it is to mark the plural or iterative form of the verb stem bid 'push' which becomes bóló 'push repeatedly' while góó 'curve' which occurs after it gives the direction.

There are some adjectival relative clauses that fail to follow the derivational processes we described above. For example, consider the ordinal numbers such as nòkàrò 'first', nògiévà, and so on. Whereas nòkàrò and its plural nìkàrò can be derived from nè ô kàrò and nè ôrèn kàrò respectively, nògiévà cannot be derived from *nè ô giévà because *giévà does not occur as a lexical item in Edo. Only ógiévà 'second' occurs as an alternative way of saying nògiévà. A probable source of nògiévà will be nè ô rê ogiévà which glosses literally as 'that it be second' Elision deletes e from nè and also ô rê 'it be'. The plural form should have come from nè
Iran rè ogiévà 'that they be second' but elision reduces it to nógiévà which is the same as the singular form. We believe that this derivation will account for all cardinal numbers.

4. Adjectival Qualifiers

Real adjectives which function as noun qualifiers can be derived from some adjectival verbs through a process of tonal change and in some cases through reduplication. These derived adjectives can also take the relative clause marker ne but the pronoun of the antecedent NP does not occur in them. As a result, they cannot be pluralized as we observed in the case of adjectival relative clauses in 3. Here are some examples:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(36)</th>
<th>Adjectival Verb</th>
<th>Derived Adjective</th>
<th>Adjectival Relative Clause</th>
<th>Derived Adjective</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>khulkhul</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>nokhulkhul</td>
<td>nèkhùl 'black'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pèrèhè</td>
<td>pèrèhè</td>
<td>nòpèrèhè</td>
<td>nèpèrèhè 'low'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wènrèn</td>
<td>wènrèn</td>
<td>nòwènrèn</td>
<td>nèwèn 'slim'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>khèrhè</td>
<td>khèrhè</td>
<td>nòkhèrhè</td>
<td>nèkèrhè 'small'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>khuèrhè</td>
<td>khuèrhè</td>
<td>nòkuèrhè</td>
<td>nèkuèrhè 'soft'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mòsè</td>
<td>mòsèmòsè</td>
<td>nòmòsè</td>
<td>nèmòsèmòsè 'beautiful'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>muèmuè</td>
<td>muèmuè</td>
<td>nòmuèmuè</td>
<td>nèmuèmuè 'weak/Idle'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pìrhì</td>
<td>pìrhìpìrhì</td>
<td>nòpìrhì</td>
<td>nèpìrhìpìrhì 'clumsy'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sìkàn</td>
<td>sìkànsìkàn</td>
<td>nòsìkàn</td>
<td>nèsìkànsìkàn 'stringy'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tìné</td>
<td>tìné</td>
<td>nòtìné</td>
<td>nètìné 'small'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sìkù</td>
<td>sìkùsìkù</td>
<td>nòsìkù</td>
<td>nèsìkùsìkù 'confused'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hòghá</td>
<td>hòghá</td>
<td>nòhòghá</td>
<td>nèhòghá 'light'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zìghì</td>
<td>zìghìzìghì</td>
<td>nòzìghì</td>
<td>nèzìghìzìghì 'disorderly'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tìnnìé</td>
<td>tìnnìé</td>
<td>nòtìnnìé</td>
<td>nètìnnìé 'tiny'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lìghù</td>
<td>lìghùlìghù</td>
<td>nòlìghù</td>
<td>nèlìghùlìghù 'disturb, e.g. dirty water'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All the adjectival verbs tabulated above possess the characteristics of verbs discussed in section 2. However, in the nominalization process, khulkhul becomes èkhul 'blackness' even though *khul does not occur as a lexical item.
My informants agree that suku, and lughu can possibly be nominalized but this is not frequently done. Their nominals have probably gone into disuse with time. All the other adjectival verbs can be nominalized by prefixing vowels to them. As regards the adjectival relative clauses, they can be pluralized as níkhulkhulu, nípërhe, níwènren, and so on. The adjectival verbs that occur in them retain their verbal characteristics. In fact, nöżìghîrî and nöñìghúrû obligatorily take the simple past suffix in their derivation.

The derived adjectives on the other hand, cannot occur alone in the sentence except in the environment of the nouns they qualify. They are postposed to such nouns as it is commonly the case in Niger-Congo languages [Welmers 1973:262]. They do not possess the characteristics of verbs discussed in section 2. The only exception is that they commence with consonants and end with vowels. The adjectives derived from adjectival verbs and those derived from adjectival relative clauses can be used interchangeably to qualify nouns without any difference in their semantic interpretation. For examples:

(37) ëvbàrè khèrhè = ëvbàrè nèkhèrhè 'small food'

Irrí wènren = Irrí nèwènren 'tiny rope'

ódó pèrhè = ódó nèpèrhè 'low mortar'

òkhúò mòsèmòsè = òkhúò nèmòsèmòsè 'beautiful woman'

èmwá muèmuè = èmwá nèmuèmuè 'weak people'

There are a few Èdo adjectives which are not derived from adjectival verbs. Consequently, they cannot occur in adjectival relative clauses. Examples include the second elements in the following structures:

(38) òkpó ògbôn 'new year'
èvbàrè ësì 'good food'
èmwá dùn 'bad person'
èmwá kpàtàkì 'important people'
imòtò wòrò 'long car'
èrhàn tükpurú 'short tree'

All these adjectives cannot occur alone in a sentence without the noun they qualify preceding them.
We can see the need to take Welmers' warning about adjectives seriously when we consider the fact that 'new' in (39) is an adjective because occurring alone in the sentence makes it ungrammatical but its antonym 'old' in (40) is not an adjective because it can occur alone.

(39) *ogbọn ërè Osàrọ dérè  
    new it-is Osaro buy+Past  
    'it is a new one Osaro bought'

(40) òwìèyì ërè Osàrọ dérè  
    old it-is Osaro buy+Past  
    'it is an old one Osaro bought'

'old' as used in (40) is a nominal but it can also be used as an adjective as in:

(41) imọtọ òwìèyì ërè Osàrọ dérè  
    car old it-is Osaro buy+Past  
    'it is an old car Osaro bought'

4.1. Ideophonic adjectival qualifiers. Another group of adjectives we would like to examine is the ideophonic adjectival qualifier. A great deal has been said about the syntax of ideophones as qualifiers of nouns, adjectives, verbs and even complex sentences. Ideophonic adjectival qualifiers are particularly productive in Edo for expressing adjectival concepts. Their use is very suitable for free expressions of a speaker's idiosyncratic feelings about persons and objects. For example, one speaker can describe a person's lazy and clumsy movement as gùkògùkò while another speaker can describe it as žùrùzùrù. Innovations and borrowings from other languages are common occurrences in their usage.

The derivational process of reduplication, and sometimes obligatory tripli-

cation, is employed in the formation of ideophonic adjectival qualifiers. Some of the derived adjectives we identified in (36) such as pìrhìpìrhì 'clumsy', sìkàn-sìkàn 'stringy', zìghìzìghì 'disorderly' and lìghùlìghù 'disturb' are in fact ideophonic adjectival qualifiers but we included them there because they are derived from adjectival verbs. The ones we shall dis-
cuss below do not commonly have verbal forms. They include:

(42) sìlọsìlọ  'entangled'  
    lìkpa'lkpa  'rough surface'
The last three examples are obligatorily triplicated. Thus, we cannot say *dudu, *sesé or *kankan. In a sentence, an ideophonic adjectival qualifier occurs as follows:

(43) òkplà yàmàyàmà ëré òzó khfn 'Ozo is an ill-mannered man' 
    man ill-mannered it-is Ozo be

Like other Edo adjectives, ideophonic adjectival qualifiers follow the nouns they qualify. They also cannot occur alone in a sentence. The reduplication of some ideophonic adjectival qualifiers is for the purpose of number agreement with the nouns they qualify. For example:

(44) Òsàró biélè èmò gbàkàgbàkà 'Osaro gave birth to strong/health children'

Reduplication takes place in (44) because of the occurrence of the plural noun èmò 'children'. The verb biélè 'give birth' also takes the suffix -le for the same purpose. The singular counterpart of (44) will be:

(45) Òsàró biélè òmò gbàkà 'Osaro gave birth to a strong/healthy child'

5. Conclusion

This study cannot be said to be exhaustive but our description has been detailed enough to show that although real adjectives are few in Edo, as it is the case in Niger-Congo languages, there are other effective systems of expressing adjectival concepts. We examined what we call adjectival verbs, ad-adjectival relative clauses, and adjectival qualifiers. It is observed that what is expressed by adjectives in some languages is expressed by a class of
verbs in Edo. These verbs differ from other verbs because they perform some qualificative functions in the sentence. Real adjectives can be derived from some of these adjectival verbs.

We also examined the underlying forms of relative clauses and accounted for their number agreement with their antecedent noun phrases. Finally, we identified some real adjectives whose sole function in the sentence is to "qualify" nouns. We have deliberately ignored the use of associative constructions, determiners, numerals, and quantifiers even though they perform qualificative functions. These will be topics for future investigations.
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THE TEMPORAL ROLE OF EASTERN BANTU -ba AND -li*

Robert Botne
Indiana University

In the eastern Bantu languages forms of the verb 'be', -ba and/or -li, are commonly employed in complex constructions in which they take sentential(-like) complements. Though often considered to be semantically empty in these constructions, they are analyzed here as shifters, having both referential and indexical properties. As such they function to establish additional parameters to the temporal framework in which the narrated event is to be interpreted.

1. Introduction

In eastern Bantu languages forms of the verb 'be', -ba and/or -li, are often employed in complex constructions in which they take a sentential(-like) complement. In these constructions we commonly find tense/aspect markers both on the matrix verb, i.e. the particular form of 'be', and on the complement verb. One conventional explanation of this phenomenon has been to consider the so-called auxiliary verb 'be' to be a semantically empty support for tense markers, an approach not unlike that of early generativists with respect to the English auxiliary verb 'do'. Another approach has been to state in a vague manner that the time of the event is more specifically asserted. In this paper I want to propose that -ba and -li, in those languages that utilize them in such complex constructions, are not semantically empty but

*This paper is a revised version of a paper presented at the 16th African Linguistics Conference held at Yale University April 1985. I would like to thank Musomandera Providence (Kinyarwanda), Firmard Sabimana (Kirundi), Mhechela George (Cigogo), and Enoch Mvula (Cinyanja) for being such diligent informants.
function to establish additional parameters to the temporal framework in which
the narrated event is to be interpreted, thereby indicating more precisely the
temporal location of the event. More specifically, I will argue that -ba
and -li function as shifters, having both referential and indexical proper-
ties.

2. Establishing a Locus of Orientation

For all languages it would appear that the speech act itself serves to es-
tablish the primary locus for temporal orientation. Whatever the particular
structure of the tense/aspect system may be, events (as named by verbs) are
normally marked and interpreted temporally with respect to the time of the
speech event (t_sp) in those languages that grammaticalize tense distinctions.
However, it is not the case that languages are restricted to one grammati-
cally relevant locus of orientation. There are at least a few languages which, in
addition to the speech event, utilize a second (or even third) event as another
locus of orientation for the temporal representation of events, and, more
significantly for the present analysis, they refer to and index this event-
locus grammatically.

In effect, the grammaticalization of this second event-locus establishes
a second temporal continuum, dependent on the time of the speech event for
its proper interpretation. Thus, in those languages that grammaticalize a
second locus we find a potential for complex temporal frameworks in which the
narrated event is to be interpreted. Such a framework, in which the second
locus is situated posterior to the speech event, is schematized in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Complex temporal framework

For the eastern Bantu languages it is my claim that the auxiliaries -ba
and -li are grammatical vehicles for the indexing of this second event-locus
and are referential in that they refer to a second locus. The "value" of the locus shifts according to context as a different event is indexed to serve as the event-locus. In order to support this claim I will present evidence that neither -ba nor -li is simply a tense support and show that they do, in fact, index events from context. Finally I will suggest how the two differ in those languages that employ both of them in the same types of complex constructions.

3. Evidence Against -ba and -li as Tense Supports

Conventional explanations of complex 'be' constructions have assumed, incorrectly, that the auxiliary verb, whether -ba or -li, simply serves to carry the tense marking for the construction. Evidence of usage from a number of languages argues against this assumption. Consider first some cases in which the tense marker on the auxiliary verb does not indicate the time of the event.

(1) Kinyarwanda (J 61) [Botne 1981]
   a. uza:garuke ejó kare, n-za:-ba n-â:-gi-som-yel
      2sfut-return tomorrow early ls-fut-be ls-pst-7-read-comp
      'come back early tomorrow, I'll have read it (before then)'
   b. Yohanif n(i á:zana ibito:ke makúmyâ:biri, n-ra-bá n-z(a:-e:ng-a
      John if 3sfut-bring bananas twenty ls-nfut-be ls-fut-brew-perf
      'if John would bring 20 bananas (today), I will brew (some beer)
      (after today)'

(2) Ciyao (p 21) [Whiteley 1966:214]
   a. ngáli juvávéceeté sooní pélé-po
      not-be rel-3sfut-speak-asp again that time (after)
      tu-li tw-a-mâs-ilé gôná
      lp-be lp-pst-finish-asp sleep
      'no one spoke again, that was after we had gone to sleep'

---

1Abbreviations used in the examples are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T</th>
<th>nsfut</th>
<th>perf</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>asp</td>
<td>pst</td>
<td>pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fut</td>
<td>comp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In Kinyarwanda the future is sub-divided into two phases, later today (marked by -ra-) and after today (marked by -za:-). In (la) the reading of the book will occur before early tomorrow morning, hence today. Yet -ba is marked with the distant future marker -za:-, indicating after today. Clearly, the time of the event and the temporal phase indicated, specified by the tense marker on -ba, do not correspond. Similarly, in (lb) 'brewing' will occur after today, but auxiliary -ba is marked with -ra-, later today. Again we find a discrepancy in the time referred to by the tense marker and the time of the event. An analysis that assumes -ba to be simply a support for tense cannot explain this tense usage.

In the Ciyao examples -li is covertly marked for non-future, the future marker being the prefix ti- or tu- (the tu- in these examples being the 1st person plural marker and not the future). The overt tense marker for past, -a-, is found on the complement verb, and not on the auxiliary. Since -li can occur with the past marker, as shown in (2b), we need to consider why it does not do so in (2a), a case that would appear to warrant its occurrence. The fact that -li may or may not take a particular tense marker strongly suggests that it is not an empty form serving to support tense morphemes, but rather that there are contextual factors which require the expression of certain temporal relations.

Another bit of evidence refuting the notion of "tense support" can be found in cases where both the auxiliary verb and the complement verb have the same tense marker, as in examples (3-5). If the auxiliary is truly only a tense support, then why should there be a need for two markers that have the same time reference?
(3) Siswati (S 43) [Ziervogel and Mabuza 1976:187]

\[\text{ba-tawu-be ba-tawu-caia nakuvakala kukhala inkwela} \]
\[3p\text{-fut-be 3p\text{-fut-start when-to be audible to produce sound whistle}}\]

'they will be about to start when the whistle sounds'

(4) Kirundi (J 61)

\[\text{niya azan}\ddot{a} \text{ ubw}\ddot{a}:+\text{tsi bw}'inzu, tu-zo:-ba t\ddot{u}-zo:-s\ddot{a}ka:ra inzu} \]
\[\text{if 3s\text{-bring thatch of house lp\text{-fut-be lp\text{-fut-thatch house}}}}\]

'if he would bring the thatch (tomorrow), we will thatch the house (after tomorrow)'

(5) Lamba (M 54) [Doke 1938:305]

\[\text{n-}\ddot{a}-\ddot{l}\ddot{i} \text{ n-}\ddot{a}-\text{mu-wona l\ddot{e}lo} \]
\[1s\text{-pst-be 1s\text{-pst-him-see today}}\]

'I have seen him today'

Note that for Siswati and Kirundi the complement verb is not restricted to the same tense marker as found on the auxiliary; other possibilities exist, as in (6-7).


\[\text{ba-ta(wu)-be ba-}\ddot{\theta}-\text{nats-}\ddot{e} \text{ inkantini, hhayi tjwala} \]
\[3p\text{-fut-be 3p\text{-T-drink-asp liquor not beer}}\]

'they will have drunk liquor, not beer'

(7) Kirundi

\[\text{n}\ddot{i} \text{ waz}\ddot{a} \text{ mukwe:zi ku}\ddot{u}\ddot{za} \text{ tu-zo:-ba tw-}\ddot{a}:-\text{saka:-ye inzu} \]
\[\text{if 2s\text{-come month to come lp\text{-fut-be lp-pst-thatch-comp house}}}\]

'if you come next month, we will have thatched the house'

These examples suggest that the complement verb is marked with respect to some locus other than the speech event, otherwise we would expect a past interpretation in (7). The presence of -ba or -li and the appropriate tense affix signals the location of this other locus, hence the need for the tense marker on the auxiliary.

A final piece of evidence, and perhaps the most compelling, is found in imperative constructions. In these cases we find two possible constructions, one with auxiliary -ba and one without. Both have the same temporal mean-
ing, yet they differ significantly in their implications.

(8) Cinyanja (N 31) [Hetherwick 1914:149]
   a. ba khala pansi pang'ono pano
      be sit on ground a little here
      'sit down on the ground for a little here (while I do something else)'
   b. khala
      'sit (down)!

(9) Kinyarwanda [Botne 1983:259]
   a. ba wi:caye hasf
      be 2s-sit-comp on ground
      'sit down on the ground (while I do something else)'
   b. icara
      'sit (down)!'  

From the parenthetical commentary in the (8a) and (9a) examples it is clear that the presence of -ba affects the meaning of the utterance over and above any notion of time. It is also clear that -ba does not carry any tense marker in the (a) examples that differentiates the complex construction from the simple one found in (b). Thus, -ba cannot be considered to be a meaningless, empty support element in a complex construction.

These few examples from a variety of eastern (and southern) languages are sufficient to demonstrate that the conventional assumptions about the roles of -ba and -li are incorrect and that there is much more to the functions of these auxiliaries than a tense support hypothesis can handle.

4. -ba and -li as Shifters

The tense support hypothesis, as we have seen, does not account for the observed occurrences of the complex 'be' constructions. In place of this hypothesis I propose that these auxiliaries are best treated as shifters, that is, as sign vehicles that have both referential and indexical functions. They refer to a second locus of orientation which, as part of the temporal framework, must be situated temporally with respect to the speech event. For
this reason it is not surprising that the auxiliary verb may take a variety of tense markers, as would a main verb in simple constructions. The tense marker simply indicates the relationship between the primary locus (the speech event) and the secondary locus. That is, the tense marker indicates whether the time of the event-locus \( t_E \) is anterior, posterior, or contemporaneous with \( t_{sp} \). The particular "value" of \( t_{Eloc} \) is not specified by the auxiliary verb; rather, it comes from the context of the utterance. Thus, the value (or "meaning") of the auxiliary shifts according to the context and the exact event that it indexes as the locus.

There are, then, three properties of these complex 'be' constructions that are salient here: (1) they establish a second locus of orientation; (2) they index an event from context that serves as the "cognitive" value of the second locus referred to; and (3) they indicate that the event \( E \) is to be interpreted directly with respect to this second event-locus \( t_{Eloc} \). The first and third of these properties are interconnected; that is, if a second locus is grammatically established (by use of -ba or -i), then \( E \) must be interpreted with respect to this locus.

Consider explicitly how this works by comparing the two examples from Kirundi, repeated here as (10a) and (10b).

(10) Kirundi

a. niya azaná ubwā:tsi bw'inzu, tu-zo:-ba tú-zo:-sák,a:ra inzu
   if 3s-bring thatch of house lp-fut-be lp-fut-thatch house
   'if he would bring the thatch (tomorrow), we will thatch the house
   (after tomorrow)'

b. ní wazá mukwe:zi kuúza tu-zo:-ba tw-â:-sák,a:-ye inzu
   if 2s-come month to come lp-fut-be lp-pst-thatch-comp house
   'if you come next month, we will have thatched the house'

In both sentences the auxiliary -ba is marked by the remote future marker -zo:-, hence, the second locus of orientation has been situated posterior, and specifically after today, with respect to the time of the speech event. However, both the "value" attached to this locus, i.e. the event indexed, and the relationship of the event narrated in the complement clause to this second
locus differ. In (10a) -ba indexes the event 'bring thatch', and it is with respect to this particular event that the actual thatching of the house will take place, specifically on some day after the day on which the thatch is brought, hence the use of -zo:- on the complement verb. In (10b) -ba indexes 'come next month'; the past affixes, -a:- and -ye, on the complement verb indicate the temporal relationship of the event 'thatch house' with respect to this specific event. These two complex temporal frameworks can be represented schematically as shown in Figure 2.

How the narrated event is to be interpreted temporally with respect to the indexed locus is indicated by the affixes attached to the complement verb. In many cases this relationship will be determined in terms of aspectual distinctions, specifically, what aspect of the event E is to be focused on with respect to the state of affairs at $t_{E_{\text{loc}}}$. A few languages, such as Kirundi, maintain tense distinctions similar, if not identical, to those expressed between E and $t_{\text{sp}}$ in simple constructions. Luganda (J15), Kiswahili (G42), and Siswati (S43) are illustrative of the aspect type, Kinyarwanda (J61) and Ciya (P21) of the tense type.

(11) Luganda [Ashton et al. 1954:292]

a. bwe nnamulaba, yali asoggola lumonde
   when 1s-pst-her-see 3s-pst-be 3s-dig up potatoes
   'when I saw her, she was digging up potatoes'

b. bwe nnamulaba, yali alusoggoze
   3s-pst-be 3s-them-dig up-comp
   'when I saw her, she had dug them (potatoes) up'


a. hapo majajazi yalipokuwa yanațoka bandari,
   then dhows 6-pst-when-be 6-pres-leave harbor
   kulisikilizana kelele
   17-pst-be heard noise
   'just as the dhows were leaving the harbor, a noise was heard'
Figure 2. Complex temporal frameworks in Kirundi

(10a) today tomorrow after tomorrow

\[ t_{sp} \rightarrow [\text{loc} \rightarrow E_{loc}] \]

\[ t_{sp} \rightarrow t_{E_{loc}} \]

\[ (-zo:-) \]

\[ t_{sp} \rightarrow \text{time of speech event} \]
\[ t_{E_{loc}} \rightarrow \text{time of } E_{loc} \text{ indexed by } -ba \]
\[ E_{loc} \rightarrow \text{bring thatch} \]
\[ E \rightarrow \text{thatch house} \]

(10b) \[ t_{sp} \rightarrow [\text{loc} \rightarrow E_{loc}] \]

\[ t_{sp} \rightarrow t_{E_{loc}} \]

\[ (-a:-...-ye) \]

\[ t_{sp} \rightarrow \text{time of speech event} \]
\[ t_{E_{loc}} \rightarrow \text{time of } E_{loc} \text{ indexed by } -ba \]
\[ E_{loc} \rightarrow \text{come next month} \]
\[ E \rightarrow \text{thatch house} \]
b. nilikasirika sana kwa sababu alikuwa akilala mkutanoni
  ls-pst-be angry very because 3s-pst-be 3s-cont-sleep meeting-at
  'I was very angry because he was sleeping at the meeting'

a. batawube bahamba nabafikako bangani bakhe
  3p-fut-be 3p-travel when-3p-arrive-loc friends his
  'they will be traveling when his friends arrive'
b. batawube bahambile nabafikako bangani bakhe
  3p-travel-comp
  'they will have traveled (completed), when his friends arrive'

a. uza:garuke nímugóro:ba, ndabá na:rwe:nze
  2s-fut-return evening ls-nfut-be ls-pst-it-brew-comp
  'come back this evening, I will have brewed it (beer)'
b. n'ã:zana ibito:ke, ndabá nze:nga urwâ:gwa
  if-3s-bring bananas ls-nfut-be ls-fut-brew banana beer
  'if he would bring some bananas, I will brew some banana beer
  (after today)'

(15) Ciyao [Whiteley 1966:214]
a. puvá'ikagá ambújé-wo uwé ní tuli
  when-3s-arrive-asp grandfather-dem my 1p-be
  tumasílé kúlyá
  1p-finish-asp to eat
  'when my grandfather arrived we were finished eating'
b. ngáli juvávééceeté sooní pólé-po tuli
  not-be rel-3s-speak-asp again that-when 1p-be
  twamásílé góná
  1p-pst-finish-asp sleep
  'no one spoke again, that was after we had gone to sleep'

From these data it should be apparent that both -ba and -li play significant roles in establishing one locus of the temporal framework in which the event is to be interpreted. How the event will be interpreted with respect to this locus depends on the type of tense/aspect system a particular lan-
guage employs for these constructions. The nature of this system may depend, in part, on whether constructions are made with -ba or with -li.

5. **Differentiating -ba and -li**

We have seen that both -ba and -li function to establish a second locus of orientation, but as yet there has been no indication of how they differ. Of the dozen or so languages examined five utilized both -ba and -li constructions. By comparing the sense of the two types of constructions in some of these languages we gain some sense of the difference in effect of using one or the other (and even both together) of the auxiliaries. Consider first the case of -li in some constructions that have locative complements (the (a) examples that follow):


a. ari mukwe:nga<sup>2</sup> 3s-be in-to brew
   b. are:nga 3s-pres-brew

(17) Ciyao [Whiteley 1966]

a. tůlǐ mkutává nyúmba 1p-be in-to build house
   b. tukútává nyúmba 1p-pres-build house

(18) Cigogo (G 11)

a. nili mundya 1s-be in-eat
   b. nkulya 1s-pres-eat

While both the (a) and (b) examples can be used to speak of an event on-going at the time of the speech event, they differ subtly but significantly in their meanings. The -li + locative constructions (either mu- or m- plus

---

<sup>2</sup>In Kinyarwanda the suppletive form of 'be', -li, is realized as -ri except after a nasal such as the first person singular subject marker n-, where we find ndi.
infinitive) indicate that at the moment of speaking the speaker is actually engaged physically in the event that is being described. On the other hand, the examples in (b) are all "general" present tenses indicating that the subject is involved in the named event, but it is not the case that the subject is necessarily actually performing the activity (he may be resting, for example). Hence, the use of -li picks out a particular moment in the event for focus.

This role of -li is even more apparent in a construction like that found in Kinyarwanda in which the locative construction occurs as the sentential complement of -ri.

(19) Kinyarwanda [Botne 1981]

Gasaná azá, narí ndí mukwe:nga, nyumá arakazwa
Gasaná 3s-come 1s-pst-be 1s-be in-to brew then 3s-be angry-pass
n'ú:ko nťa:muramukije
it's because neg-3s-pst-him-greet-comp

'when Gasana came I was in the midst of brewing; he became angry because I didn't greet him properly (at that moment)'

At a particular moment in the past the speaker was engaged in brewing beer, which involves mashing up bananas with the hands. He was not able to greet Gasana properly, i.e. by embracing him with both arms, at the moment of arrival because he was occupied.

This "punctual" nature of the -li construction can be contrasted directly with the same locative type construction in -ba. Consider the following example from Ciyao, and compare it with the example in (17a).

(20) Ciyao [Whiteley 1966:190]

tův'ě mkuťává nyúmba ní tąáce kūťukámúsyá
lp-be in-to build house and fut-3s-come to-us-help

'we will be building a house (w/implication of continuity) and he'll come and help us'

Here we find a durative, continuous notion ascribed to the event 'build', whereas in (17a) the -li construction picks out and focuses on a particular moment of the event. This "durative/momentaneous" opposition is found not on-
ly in these 'be' + locative constructions, but also in the 'be' + sentential complement constructions. A clear distinction can be observed in Kinyarwanda where we find -ba and -li constructions opposed in the past tense.

(21) Kinyarwanda [Botne 1981]

a. naba:ye nĩ:ga ntégereje Mihigo
   ls-pst-be-comp ls-study ls-wait-comp Mihigo
   'I studied while waiting for Mihigo'

b. ukó umugoré wé yaréraga umuhũ:ngu wâ:bo
   while wife his 3s-pst-tend-impf son their
   yabága yître:kúri universite
   3s-pst-be-impf 3s-study at university
   'while his wife was caring for their son, he studied at the university'

c. nári nÎ:ze mbere yô kubónana na mwâ:limú
   ls-pst-be ls-study-comp before to meet with teacher
   'I had studied before seeing the teacher'

The -ba auxiliary, unlike -ri, can be marked for quantitative aspect, that is whether or not the event-locus represents a single instantiation of the situation or multiple occurrences. In (21a) we find the former, in (21b) the latter. In both instances there is emphasis on the fact that the situation occurred over a period of time. In (21c) there is no indication of an interval or of duration of the event; rather, the event is treated as a whole with no indication of its temporal dimension.

These constructions with -ri always appear to have the sense of "E occurs before a point tE \textsuperscript{loc}" or "a moment in E". In effect, we might say that -ri indexes a particular critical moment in the relationship of events spoken of and, hence, might be considered to index a temporal juncture. By contrast, -ba constructions appear to emphasize the durative, continuous nature of the situation.

6. Summary and Some Conclusions

I hope, in this brief paper, to have provided evidence against the view that -ba and -li are semantically empty morphemes and in favor of the
view that they serve an important temporal function. I have argued that they have a dual function. They are referential in that they refer to a second locus of orientation and indexical in that they index an event from context. This dual function suggests that they are best treated as shifters, in much the same way as, for example, demonstrative pronouns. The dual nature of these two verbs can be visualized as the figure below suggests.

Figure 3. Function of \(-\text{ba} \) and \(-\text{li}\)

\[
\begin{array}{c}
-\text{ba}/-\text{li} \\
\text{refer to } \text{loc}_2 \\
\text{index } t_{E_{\text{loc}}} \\
\end{array}
\]

(The value associated with \(\text{loc}_2\) depends on the pragmatic value of \(t_{E_{\text{loc}}}\), i.e. on what is indexed as the locus.)

The perspective I have presented here of \(-\text{ba} \) and \(-\text{li}\) as referential indices provides the basis for explaining much of the semantic and pragmatic behavior of complex "be" expressions throughout the eastern Bantu region. In particular, it explains how temporal relations among several events are indicated grammatically and suggests how and why they come to be used at a particular point in discourse.

I have explored here some of the aspects of meaning of the auxiliaries \(-\text{ba} \) and \(-\text{li}\). If we are to come to some fuller understanding of temporal modalities as expressed in such complex constructions as these "be" constructions we need to explore more closely the uses of the many other auxiliary verbs found in these languages. And we need to be wary of passing off various elements as "empty" or "meaningless", for it may simply be that we have failed to observe the subtle roles they may play.
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ERRATA:
We regret the following errors in Torben Andersen's article, Volume 17, Number 1, 1986:

p. 60: The sentence beginning on line 4 should read as follows:
"Whereas the final vowel can be either [+ATR] or [-ATR] in VCV and VCV stems, it can only be [-ATR] in VCV stems and only [+ATR] in VCV stems."

pp. 64-65: Note corrections in lines 3 & 4 of Table 3 and in line 7 of Table 4 in the portions of the tables reproduced below:


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>W.Lugbara</th>
<th>E.Lugbara</th>
<th>S.Madi</th>
<th>N.Madi</th>
<th>Lulubu</th>
<th>Moru Maza</th>
<th>Proto-Moru-Madi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'neck'</td>
<td>ẽmbé</td>
<td>ẽmbe</td>
<td>ẽmbe</td>
<td>ẽmbe</td>
<td>ẽmbe</td>
<td>*cmbe</td>
<td>*cmbe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'to give'</td>
<td>te</td>
<td>te</td>
<td>kwê</td>
<td>ke</td>
<td>kwê</td>
<td></td>
<td>*kwê</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'arrow'</td>
<td>je</td>
<td>te</td>
<td>le?ê</td>
<td>le?ê</td>
<td>le?ê+</td>
<td></td>
<td>*le?ê</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'white'</td>
<td>ēmve</td>
<td>ēmve</td>
<td>ēngwe</td>
<td>ēngwe</td>
<td>ēngwe</td>
<td></td>
<td>*ngwe</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Regular and irregular reflexes in Western Lugbara of high tone in proto-Moru-Madi

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>W.Lugbara</th>
<th>E.Lugbara</th>
<th>S.Madi</th>
<th>N.Madi</th>
<th>Lulubu</th>
<th>Moru Maza</th>
<th>Proto-Moru-Madi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>dzô</td>
<td>dzô</td>
<td>dzô</td>
<td>zô</td>
<td>dzô</td>
<td>zô</td>
<td>*dzô</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>étre'</td>
<td>ődré</td>
<td>ődré</td>
<td>őuwé</td>
<td>fnwe</td>
<td>kődré</td>
<td>*(k-)ődrwe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11i</td>
<td>őré'</td>
<td>őyisé</td>
<td>őyisé</td>
<td>őyisé</td>
<td>őyf</td>
<td>nőyf</td>
<td>*(k-)nőyf(-sé)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1v</td>
<td>őtzé'</td>
<td>őtsé-5</td>
<td>őtsé</td>
<td>őské</td>
<td>őské</td>
<td>őské</td>
<td>*(k-)őské</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1v</td>
<td>ődze''</td>
<td>ődzé</td>
<td>ődzni</td>
<td>őgni</td>
<td>őgni</td>
<td>őgni</td>
<td>*őgni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1vi</td>
<td>ērů'</td>
<td>ērů'</td>
<td>ērů</td>
<td>ērů</td>
<td>ērů</td>
<td>ērů</td>
<td>*(k-)ērů</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1vii</td>
<td>ētů-5</td>
<td>ētů-5</td>
<td>ētů</td>
<td>ētů</td>
<td>ētů</td>
<td>ētů</td>
<td>*(k-)ētů</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1viii</td>
<td>ődzô-5</td>
<td>ődzô-5</td>
<td>ődzô</td>
<td>ődzô</td>
<td>ődzô</td>
<td>ődzô</td>
<td>*(k-)ődzô</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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